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Little is known about squeaking, the most frequent c1ose-mnge vocalization of
wolves. This study was designed to determine diurnal patterns, frequency of
occurrence, and range of social contexts of squeaking and 10 asSess the individual and
contexlualvariationinthesqueakingvocalization.Squeakingeventswereidentified
from the 1995-1997 videotapes of the social behavior of captive wolves althe
Canadian Center for Wolf Research (Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia); additionaldata
were obtained from seven 24-hr watches. Wolves squeaked most frequently during
dawn and dusk hours, corresponding 10 the limes when they were most often visible
in the clearing. Wolves squeaked in seven social contexts,butmostfrequentlywhen
approaching or orienting toward other wolves in prosocial and food contexts.Some
individuals squeaked more often than others and in more social contexts, but there
was no significant sex or social stalusdifference. ACQustic analysis ofsqueaking
vocali7.ations revealed that wolves have signature squeaks that vary in formasthe
contexlchanges.Allhoughanumberofacousticvariablesweremeasuredaleach
level ofthesqueakingvocaJization (squeak, phrase, vocalization), a combination of
squeak frequency variables was most useful for distinguishing among individuals and
among social contexts. The diversity and complexity of this vQcalizationsuggestthat
it may play an important role in conlrolling and coordinating social interactions
within the pack
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Chapter 1 Introduction and Overview
Communication requires that one individual (the sender) shares infonnationwith
at least one other individual (the receiver). Sharing infonnation, by signaling, enables one
individual to influence another individual's behavior (Smith, 1990). Central to
communication are the concepts of message and meaning. The message is the
infomlation contained in the signaL Receivers use the signal andcontext-related
information (location, proximity of participants, sender identity,and size) to interpret the
meaning of the signal. The meaning refers to the response made to the signalbythe
reeeivers as well as the response the senders intended to elieitbyproviding the signal
(Smith, 1977, 1990; Phillips & Austad, 1990)
Classieal ethologists (Smith, 1977, 1990; Phillips & Austad, 1990)deseribethe
signal as being"fixedtl (i.e. only carrying infonnation that has been selectedthrough
evolution). Others view the signal as bemg "open" (i.e., signals pennit variation to
provide for individual variation, subtlety of meaning, location, etc.).AccordingtoHauser
(1996), infonnationis a feature of the interaetionbetween the sender andpereeiver
Signals earry eertain kinds ofinfonnation,whieheanbemanipulatedbythe sender and
differentiallyaeteduponbythepereeiver. Signals ean be differentiated from eues. Both
represent potential sources of information, but signals are more pIasticandareproduced
in response to sociologicaUyrelevant and temporaUy varying changes in the environment.
Cues, however, typically correspond to an individual's or species' phenotypeandare
essentially pennanent or fixed (Hauser, 1996). Therefore, the expression ofeues does not
carry an inlmediate cos1. Because signals are more variable, theyarecostlyto produce
and therefore have been designed to be informative. To detennine the meaningor
function ofasignal requires one to look closely at its defining features (Hauser, 1996).
Wolves (Canis lupus) are highly social animals that live in packs consisting
mostly offarnilymemhers (parents, pups, aunts, uncles, etc.). Theycooperate in virtually
allaspectsofdailylivingsuchashunting,raisingyolUlg,andtravelling; all are activities
that demand effective communication. Wolves have a very extensive andelaborate
communication system. They have the same five senses forgathering infonnationas
humans except that the efficiency of their sense organs differs fromours.Olfactionis
perhaps the most acute of the wolfs senses. Thesensitivityofthewolfs nose is
unknown; however, we do know that dogs are 100 to 10,000 times more sensitive to
detecting odorants than are humans (Asa & Mech, 1995). Thesensitivityofolfaction
highlights its importance for wolves for hunting and for social communication
Similarly, visual communication is important in hunting and in social
comrnunication.Schenkel(1947)illustratedtheimportanceofvisualdisplays in
communication of wolves. Features of the face, ears, body, and tail are made more salient
bycontrastingco]oration and emphasize the signal value of facial expressions and ear,
body and tail positions. The position of each feature singly and in combinationis
assumed to express the underlying motivation of the displaying animal. Although the
sensitivity of the wolf eye isno more acute than the human eye, ithasheen modified to
enable the wolfto adapt to nocturnal hlUlting. (For a description ofthesemodifications
andadaptationsseeAsa&Mech,1995)
Audition is important to wolves for many reasons. Wolves are likely to use
auditory infonnation for communication with conspecifics, including pack members and
other neighboring packs, and for hunting. Canidshave averysensitiveauditorysystem
enabling them to hear sounds with an upper frequency limit of80 kHz over a maximum
hearing distance of6.4-9.6 km (Harrington & Mech, 1978). Experimental research shows
that they are capable of distinguishing hetween pitches that are one tone aparton the
musicalscale(Asa&Mech,1995)
Wolves have an extensive vocal repertoire but researchers disagree on how to
categorize the sounds. Schassburger(1993) described thewolfvocal repertoire as a
system divided into two sound groups: (I) harmonic sounds including whines, whimpers
(squeaks),yelps and howls and (2) noisy sounds including growls, barkS,snarls,whine-
moans, moans, and growl-moans. Others, such as Theberge and Falls (1967), Harrington
andMech(1978),andCoscia,Phillips,andFentress(1991),suggested that wolves
produce 4-6 different sounds (growl,bark,yelp,whirnper [squeak],howl,andwhine)and
Although most of the wolf vocal repertoire consists of close-range vocalizations
(whines,squeaks,growls,andyelps),moreisknownaboutthelong-rangevocalization-
howling. Much research has focused on describing the structural and functional
properties of the howl (Theberge & Falls, 1967; Harrington & Mech, 1978, 1979;
Klinghammer & Laidlaw, 1979; Harrington, 1987). Howling has been proposed to
function in territory advertisement and maintenance, as a contact call between separated
packmembers,and to announce the imminent retum of adults.
Althougb howling is the most familiar of all wolf vocalizations, squeaking is
likely one of the most frequent vocalizations made by wolves. Squeakingisanaffiiative
vocalization that occurs in a range of social contexts. Its function can be inferred from the
design features of the vocalization (Hauser, 1996). Squeaking is a low-amplitude
vocalization which suggests that it is not a distal, but rather is a close range signal.
Relativetootherwolfvocalizations,itisabigbfrequencyvocalization (2-4 kHz),
suggestingtbatilisfriendlyratberthanaggressive(Morlon, 1977, 1982). Furthermore,
tbefrequencyoftbesqueakishigblyvariablebothwithinandbetweenindividuals,
suggesting that information about identity, location, and social contextsmaybeencodcd
within lhis signal (Hauser, 1996)
Individual and group squeaking (squeaking by more than one wolf
simultaneously) bas been observed dutingplay, after an aggressive encounter, before and
after feeding, duting greetings, to pups inside and outside oftbe den,dutinghowling,and
in many other situations. Its presence in a variety of behavioral contexts suggests that
squeaking likely has many functions. It may aide in maternal recognition, inform pups
wbenitis time to leave the den, provide a relaxed atmospbere after an aggressive
episode, assemble wolves for play or indicate excitement and contentment
Althougb squeaking is a very common wolfvocaJization, very lilt Ie is known
about it. Squeaking in wild wolves bas been documented in descriptiveaccountsof
personal experiences (Crisler, 1958; Mech, 1970;seeCbapter2).Prelintinarycaptive
research suggests that the acoustic structure of squeaking may differ amongwoJvesand
social contexts (Field, 1979; Fentress, Field, & Parr, 1978; Goldman, Phillips, &
Fentress, 1995; see Chapter 3). Because no study has systematically examined the
contextual and acoustic properties of squeaking in pack-living wolves,thisstudywas
designed to investigate variation in the squeaking vocalizations 0 fmany wolves in
several different social and movement contexts. The objectives 0 fthis study were to
determine diumal pattems of squeaking, the frequency of occurrence,andthesocialand
movement contexts in which it occurs (Chapter 2) and to provide adetailed acoustic
analysis of squeaking vDcalizations investigating individual and contextual variation
(Chapter 3)
In this study, the social behavior of wolves at the Canaruan Center for Wolf
Research (CCWR) was videotaped. In Chapter 2, squeaking vocalizations were identified
from these videos and the distribution of squeaking vQcalizations aerosstimeofday,
individual,socialandmovementcontextwasdetennined.lnChapter3,high-quality
recordingsofthesqueakingvocalizationsidentifiedinChapter2were selected for
acoustic analysis. A variety of frequency and temporal measurements were obtained
through spectrographic analysis. Theseacouslic paramelers were compared between
individuals and between contexts to determine if wolves have signature squeaks that
differ between different social contexts. A sumrraryoffindings from all chapters is
provided in Chapter 4
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Chapter 2 The Contexts of Squeaking
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Social organization in thecanids ranges from almost solitary to among the most
highly social of all mammals (Sheldon, 1992). Species such as the wolf, Canis lupus, the
dhole,Cuonalpinus,andtheAfricanwilddog,Lycaonpictus,arehighlysocialandhunt
in packs. Others are moderately social (e.g.• coyote, Canisiatrans , golden jackal, Canis
aureus);thebasicsocialunitisthematedpairandtheiroffspring.Perhapstheleastsocial
of all canids are the foxes of the genus VuLpes; they usually havc a ternpomry pair bond
and the young disperse at5-6 months of age. (Fox & Cohen, 1977; Sheldon, 1992)
The complexity of vocal communication in canids complements their social
complexity. According to Fox and Cohen (1977), eight basic kinds of vocalizations
occur: whines, screams, barks, growls, coos, howls, mews, and grunts. Not all of these
basic sQundsare included in the vDcal repertoire of every canid spec ies.Inwolves,slx
basic vocalizations have been described: growls, barks, yelps, howls, whines, and
squeaks (Theberge & Falls, 1967; Harrington & Mech, 1978; Coscia, Phillips & Fentress,
1991). Although most of the wolf vocal repertoire consists of close-mngevocalizations
(squeaks, whines, growls, and yelps), more is known about the long-rangevocalizarion
of howling. Much research has focused on describing the structural andfunctional
properries of the howl (Theberge & Falls, 1967; Harrington & Mech, 1978; Klinghammer
& Laidlaw, 1979; Harrington, 1987). The focus of this study is squeaking. The foIlowing
sections will define squeaking, review the historical literature. and compare squeaking
across canid species
Relativetootherwolfvocalizations,squeakingisahigh-frcquency,soft
vocalization that occurs in rnany different behavioral contexts at closerange.A
squeaking vQcalizationis composed of one or more squeaking phrases, each of which is
comprised of one or more squeaks (see Fig. 3.1, Chapter 3). Individualsqueaksarebrief
(less than 300 ms), low-amplitude vocalizations with characteristicencrgydistributed
between2and4kHz.lndividualandgroupsqueakinghasbeenobserved during play,
after aggressive encounters, before and after feeding, during greeting, to pups inside and
Qutsideoftheden,duringhowling,andinmanyothersitu3tions.hspresence in a variety
of behavioral contexts suggests that squeaking may have many functions.Itmayaid
maternal recognition, inform pups when it is time to leave the den, provide a relaxed
atmosphere after an aggressive episode, or assemble wolves for pIay
Because squeaks are audible only over short distances, it has been difficultto
study squeaking in wild wolves. However, early researchers describedavocalizationas
whimpering or whining that is similar to squeaking in functional cantextsandaudile
properties. It has been difficult to identify and compare sounds describedbyprevious
authors unambiguously because. in most accounts, the name of the vocaJjzationalso
served as the description (Harrington & Mech, 1978). Furthermore, early descriptions
were often based on subjective accounts rather than on spectrographic analysis.asis
evidenl in the following accounts
Young (1944, p. 77; cited in Mech, 1970) wrote that the whimper "is a high,
thougbsoft, and plaintive sound similar to the whine ofa puppy, and is often used mostly
at or near the opening ofa wolf den, particularly when the young whelps are out playing
around".Joslin(1966;citedinMech,1970)reportedseveralobservationsofwhimpering
in wild wolves and concluded that whimpering was a submissive or friendly greeting
sound that is audible at no more than 200 meters. Crisler(1958,p. 150) provided a
personalaccountofwhatprobablyincludedsqueaking,althoughshecalledit"talking"
"The wolf talking is deeply impressive because the wolf is soemotionallystirred.His
eyes are brilliant with feeling. Heseeksyoureyesanduttersalong,fervent string of
mingled crying and wowing, hovering around one pitch"
It is difficult to compare sounds described by different authors even wi th
spectrographic analysis. Peters (1980) referred to squeaks and whines in group greeting
ceremonies and described them as low in amplitude and high in frequency (2500-2800
Hz in adults, approximately 3800 Hz in pups). Harrington and Mech (l978,p. III)
defined whimpering as "vocalizations variously classified as whines, whimpers, and
squeaks". These vocalizations were characterized as having energy between 400 and 800
Hz, but with most energy at approximately 3500 Hz (hence the quality of high pitch) and
a duration of approximately 0.2 to several seconds. Theysuggcstedthat the briefer
sounds were probably what earlier researchers terrned whimpers, and that the Iongones
were whines. Vocalizations that lacked the low-frequency components of whimpers were
terrned squeaks. CosciaetaL (1991) observed captive pups (inside the den) squeaking for
the first time at 15 days of age. They described pup squeaking vocalizations comprisedof
relatively high frequency, narrowband squeaks that varied considerably in terrnsofthe
inter-squeakintervat, the number of individual squeaks pervocalizationandtheforrnof
individual squeaks. Fentress, Field,andParr(l978)describedsqueaking broadly as high
frequency, tonal sounds
Harrington and Meeh (1978) deseribed several social eontexts in whieh
whimpering (including squeaks) occurred. These included: (I) adult to pup at the mouth
of the den, to bring the pups out of the den; (2) pup to adult to soliciteare fromaduhs; (3)
adult to adult during greeting, play solicitation, mutual greeting ceremony,andthequiek
withdraw and submissiveness of a wolf during agonistic encounters; (4) wolf to human
when approaching familiar humans or when beingapproaehed; (5)sexual behavior; and
(6) chorus howls. They concluded that whimpering (including squeaks) oeeurredwhen
the vocalizer decreased its distance to another, either physically or socially and that the
underlying message of whimpering is the friendly, non-aggressive attitude of the
Fentressetal.(l978)eomparedsqueakingbetweenthreeindividualsin the same
social context (while orienting to a neighbour's pen) and from the same individualin
three social contexts (during an howling session, during an agonistic encounter,
approaching an adult male wolf). Similarly, Field (1979) compared squeaking between
threeindividualsinthesamesocialcontext(approachbyahuman).Squeakingwas
highly variable among wolves and within the same wolf in different social contexts
Whether this variation was due to differences between the contexts of occurrence,age,
social position, sex, or individual was not determined. Goldman, Phillips, and Fentress
(1995) found circumstantial evidence to suggest that young pups candistinguishthe
squeaks of their mother.
Because squeaking occurs so frequently and in so many social contextsit may be
very important in controlling and coordinating social interactions in wolves (Fentresset
aI., 1978). If so, squeaking (ora similar close-range vocalization) islikelytobepresentin
thevocalrepertoireofothersocialcanids.lntheirdiscllssionofthevocalizationsof
canids, Fox and Cohen (1977) classified whines as includingbrieferyips and yelps, and
long soft whimpers. They defined whines as "wide-banded, cyclic sounds of short
duration and moderate frequency variations" (p. 735) and stated thatwhinesarecommon
in wolves, foxes, coyotes, and domestic dogs. Whines occurred in greeting,play
solicitation (dogs only),submission, defense, care or contact-seeking (neonates only),
distress (neonates only), pain, and group vocalizations. Fox (l971) suggested that
whining and whimpering were associated with a decrease of social distance and
submission; they were observed frequently in wolves, coyotes, anddogs.
Inthedhole, Fox (1984) observed the whine or whimper during friendl y
approach, greeting, and food solicitation. In addition, Johnsingh (1979; cited in Fox,
1984) reported squeaks or whines from dhole pups during play. Tembrock(l963) has
described the whimper in the dhole, African wild dog, Corsac fox, Vulpes corsac, and the
redfox,Vulpesvulpes
Lehner (1978) reported that coyotes have II basic vocalizations, which include a
whine, described as a short-range, low-amplitude vocalization consisting of two types. A
low-frequency whine is given by subordinate individuals to more dominant ones during
greeting. In this context, the whine is accompanied by "muzzle nibbling" and tail
wagging with the tail held low or between the hind legs. The high frequency whine is
used by subordinate animals to express passive submission in an agonisticencounter
Lehner claims the coyote's whine is the same as soft social squeak of the wolf (Mech,
1970), the squeak oflhe Eastern coyote (Silver & Silver, 1969) and to whines and
whimpers reported for othercanids (Tembrock, 1963)
Taken together, it appears that most social canids have a close-range,relatively
high-frequency, friendly vocalization that is emitted in series and occurs in many social
contexts. No study has syslematically examined the detailed behavioral context and
function of squeaking in wolves. In this study, the contextual variationinthesqueaking
vocalizations ofrnany wolves in several different social and movementcontextswas
examined. From past research, we know that squeaking occurs in prosocial (howling,
playing, greeting), agonistic, sexual, and care-giving (pups andadults) conlexts. We
know less about the movements of the squeaker or recipient (s) duringasqueaking
vocalization. Fentressetal. (1978) reported that squeaking occurs when a wolf is
approaching another wolf. Itis possible that wolves also squeakwhen leaving other
wolves. This study examined the occurrence of squeaking in all of thesesocialand
movement contexts. The main goal was to determine the distribution of squeaking
vocalizations by timeofday,individual,and social and movementcontexts.Thespecific
objectives were: (I) to investigate the temporal pattem of the occurrenceofsqueaking,
(2) to determine whether some wolves squeak. more than others (i.e., males versus
contexts in which squeaking occurs, and (4) to deterrnine whetherwolves squeak more
frequently in some contexts than in others
The habils of wolves often require them to be separaled from one anolher or to be
in situations where olfactory and visual communication is limited. These situations occur
even when wolves are in close range of one another (during night. in the fores t,upwind
of others). In these circumstances. auditory communication becomes especially important
formaintaininggroupcohesionandforcoordinatingsocialinleractions . Knowledge of
the behavioral and functional properties of squeaking may improve our understandingof
2.2.1 Study Site
Data were collected from January 1995 lo December 1997 at the Canadian Center
for Wolf Research (CCWR), a research facility located near Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia,
where wolves are maintained in a 3.8 hectare forested enclosure. CCWR supports only
observational. non-invasive research. No live prey is introduced into the compound. The
primarydietofthewolvesisahigh-qualitydogfoodsupplemenledwhenever possible by
road-killed deer. The wolves are fed in the clearing, which consists ofa knoll, a pond,
and an open area. Human interaction with wolves is kept to a minimum. The wolves are
notapproachedorhandled,andtheiractivitiesandsocialinteracrionsareobservedand
recorded from one of two observation slIUctures located next to the clearing that is
frequently visited by the wolves.
Each wolf is named and individually identifiable by markings; relevant
information (name, age, social status) for each wolfispresented in TabIe 2.1. The
Celtie(C)
Devilchild(D)
Fiona (F)
Homer (H)
Jasper(J)
Morgaine(M)
Noah(N)
l'awnee(l')
U1ysses(U)
Xela(X)
Suh-dominant (95. 96)
Orne a(97
Bela (95.96)
AI ha(97-3wks)
Sub-dominant (95. 96)
AI ha 97)
Alpha
95.96.97
May 1997 Sub-dominant
SU~~d~~;~ant
(95.96.97)
Alpha
S:~d~~i~:~t
(95,96,97
Pup (1995) Yearling (1996)
Sub-dominant 1997)
Beta
(95,96,97)
Omega (1996,1997)
Sub-dominant 1997)
numberofwolvesinthepackchangedoverthecourseofthisstudy.Dunngl995and
1996 there were 13 wolves, including a pup hom in 1995. In 1997, the size of the pack
declined dramatically. In February 1997, the alpha female (Pawnee) died from
complications of old age and three females died from injuries sustained through fighting
for the alpha position. A little later, the beta male (Voochco) died from natural causes. In
May 1997, Homer also died from natural causes, leaving seven wolves in the pack
24-hrwatches.From5Juneto24JulyI997,seven24-hourwatcheswere
located outside the compound adjacent to the clearing. Activity was videotaped using a
Hi-8 Sony CCD-TR600 Video Camcorder and Fuji Hi-8 videocassettes. A Sennheiser
Super Cardioid Shotgun microphone connected to a Marantz PMD 430 stereocassette
recorder[frequencyresponse30Hz-15kHz(3dBwithasignaltonoise ratio of75 dB)]
was used for the audio recordings. All squeaking vocalizations (hereafterabbreviatedSV)
were recorded using Ampex 472 High Bias IEC Type II Studio audiocassettes
The wolves were notfeddunng the watches, but food was generallyavailable
from the previous day's feeding. Whenever the wolves were visible in the clearing, video
and audio recordings were made throughout thc daytime; only audio recordings were
made during the nighttime. Videotaping was conducted using wide-angle viewing during
penods of inactivity or for group activities to ensure that the activityofal1wolveswas
recorded. However, when squeaking was heard, the camera was focused on the area and
on wolves that appeared to be squeaking. From the seven watches, 20 hoursofvideo
recordings and 12 hours of audio recordings were collected
The watches were conducted by experienced wolf observers and divided into
eight three-hour shifts. For the first two watches, recordingbegan at 0500 and continued
until 0500 the next day. However, the schedule was changed for the subsequentwatches
Wolves are very active in the clearing at dawn and it was noticed that beginning the
watches at this time seemed to affect their ongoing activities. They stopped their activity
and watched as I approached the observation trailer to set up therecording equipment. To
avoid this, the remaining five watches began at 0700 and continued until 0700 the
following day
Feeding watches. At CCWR, ongoing wolf social behavior is routinely
videotaped from the observation trailer using a Hi-8 Sony CCD-TR600 Video Camcorder
for one hour after feeding (early moming or late evening), three or four times per week
After the food is placed in the clearing, the wolves are videotaped whenever they are
present in the clearing during the I-hour period. The watch is terminated ifno wolves are
in the clearing for 20 consecutive minutes. Video recordings of these feedingwatches
from 1995, 1996 and 1997 yielded 126 hours of videotape for analysis
With the exception of the summer 1997 when I videotaped most of the feeding
watches, various other wolf researchers did the videotaping. In general,all types of social
behavior were recorded, although the focus differed depending on theresearch project at
the time. From August 1996 - December 1997, the project was this study and the taping
focused on squeaking
2.2.3 Data Analysis
2.2.3.1 Video Dubbing
24-hrwatches.Hi-8videocassettesweredubbedontoSonyEDT-120
videocassettes and analyzed using a NEC PC SuperVHS video recorder and an
Electrohome color monitor. Each tape was viewed using standard play and all
occurrences of SVs in each watch were noted. This process identified 259 SVs from the
20 hours of videotape. It was impossible to identify the squeaker andJor recipient(s) for
204 (68 % squeaker, 1% recipients, 31% squeaker and recipient) of these vocalizations
For the purposes of this study, it was necessary 10haveSVs wilhbolh thesqueakerand
recipienl(s) idenlified. Therefore, only the 55 identified SVswerecodedindelail,as
Feeding Watches. Hi-8 videocassettes were dubbed onlo Sony SVHS
videocassettes, indexed (i.e., each frame was numbered), and analyzed using a NEC PC
SVHS video recorder. To preserve the quality of Ihe SVHS copies, a second tape was
dubbed,indexed,and used for the initial viewing of the material to create a squeaking
map. Each tape was viewed using standard play. Whenever an SV was heard, the index
number and some descriptive inforrnation (location of squeaker; identityofsqueakerand
recipients,andthegeneralactivity)wasrecorded.Thisprocessidentifiedapproximalely
2000SVs. The squeaker and recipients CQuld be identified for5l3 of these, which were
2.2.3.2~
For each SY the following variables were coded:
Timellndex: For 24-hr watches, the time when all SYs began (hr, min) was
recorded. For feeding walches, the index number at the beginning of each SY was
Identity: The identity of the squeaker was determined in two steps. First, the
movements associated with an SV were noted; these included gaping motion of the lower
jaw, movemenl of cheek muscles, or bellowing of rib cage. Secondly, the identity of the
vocalizing wolf was detennined
Other Wolves (recipients): The recipients included any wolves thaI were visible
in the clearing at the time of the SY unless lhe squeaking was obviously directedtoone
Squeaking Vocalizalion Type: SYs were coded as group or individual
vocalizations. A group SV occurred when more than one individual was observed or
heard squeaking at the same time. An individual SY was one in which only one wolf was
observed or heard squeakingalany given time
Squeak Form: This category coded whether the squeak was an open mouth
squeak, oflen involving gaping movements of the lower jaw, or a closed mouth squeak,
involving the movement of cheek muscles or the bellowing action of the ribcage.
Social CODlext: This was defined by the social context in which the SY occurred
The squeaker was identified as a participant or an onlooker (Weir, 1994) in prosocial
(play, greeting),stalus, and agonistic contexts. Separate coding was done forSYsthat
were directed to one or two wolves versus more than two wolves for prosocial (except
howling) and food context categories.
I PROSOCIAL (PR): These activities include all social behavior that is not
considered agonistic (see below)
a. E!ro'.(P):Playbehaviorinciudessuchactivitiesasbodyslamming,
chasing, scruff biting, tail pulling, pinning, wrestling and so on (Bekoff,
1995). Although many of these activities are observed during aggression
(seebelow),duringplay, these activities are frequently preceded by paw-
raising and play-bows and there is no evidence of serious aggression (e .g.,
yelps, injury, etc.). The squeaker can solicitplay,joinongoingplay, or
watch others play
2. FOOD (F): The squeaking wolf is near or in the food area. an area about two
wolf lengths in diameter around the food source where one or more wolves
are present and may/may not be eating. There is no physical contact between
~~~~~~~:~::~o~~~wolves, nor obvious social interaction. Two possible
a Food-SqueakerOutside(Fo):Thesqueakerisintheciearingandthe
recipient(s) are in the food area
b. ~~~:~:ueaker Inside (F,): Both the squeaker and recipient(s) are in lhe
3. FOOD EXCITEMENT (FEX): The squeaking wolf (wolves) is (are) facing
the food supply that may or may not be inside the enclosure. Squeaking may
begin as food is brought through the gates or just after the person bringing the
food leaves the enclosure. Squeaking occurs before or during thefirsl
approach 10 the food area by the squeaker(s) or by other wolves
a. Positive (+): The squeaker approaches a high-ranking wolf with body
:~~~~f~~ ~oc~~a~~~ back. The low-ranking wolf may lick the
b. ~(-): A high-ranking wolf approaches a lower-ranking wolf with
tail raised,body high,andears forward. The recipient, the squeaking wolf,
:a:~~tC~::~~.t~~~~~~~~~' and leave the area. There is no physical
Movement Context: The physical movement made by the squeaker during or
within 5 sec after the end oftheSY was coded. The following is a list and description of
I GENERAL APPROACH (APP): A decrease in physical or social distance
between squeaker and recipient(s) in one of fOUf categories
a. ~(AP): The squeaker approached or moved toward an area where
one or more wo)ves were present.
b. Orient (OR): The squeaking wolf was looking toward or the head was
tumedinthedirectionofoneormorewolves
c. Orient- Squeaker Approach (OR-SAP): The squeaking wolf was oriented
to one or more wolves during lhe SY and approached them
d. Orient- Others Approach (OR-OAP): The squeaking wolf was oriented to
one or more wolves during the SY and was approached by them
2. GENERALLEAYE(LYE):Anincreaseinthephysicalorsocialdistance
between squeaker and recipient(s) was codedinlo oneoftwQ categories
a. Leave (LY): The squeaker left or moved away from an area where one or
more wolves were present
b. Orient -Squeaker Leave (OR-SLY): The squeaking wolf was oriented to
one or more wolves during the SV and left or moved away from them
3. OTHER: This category included all movements not included in the previous
categones
c. Non-directional (ND): The squeaker was walking around, but·its
movement was not directed toward a particular wolf (random)
d. No Movement (NM): There was no detectable hOlizontal or vertical
movement; nor was there any obvious orientation
2.2.4 Statistical Analysis
S-Plus4.5(MathSoft,Inc., 1998)andSPSS8.0(SPSS,lnc.,1998)wereusedfor
statistical analyses. For 24-hr watch data, chi-square tests were used to determine if the
numberofSYswasrandomlydistributedacross(l)individualsand(2) social and
movement contexts. Mann-Whitney U-tests were used to determine if the number of SVs
was randomly distributed across gender and sociaJ rank
For feeding watch data, analyses of variance (ANOYA) were used to determine
the compare the number of SVs between social contexts and movement contexts with
years as the replication factor. Chi-square tests were used todetenn ineifthenumberof
SVs was randomly distributed across individuals. Mann-Whitney U-tests were used to
determine ifthenumberofSVs was randomly distributed across gender andsocialrank
2.3 RESULTS
Onaveragesqueakingwasheardmostoftenduringtheonetotwohoursbefore
sunrise and the late afternoonlearly evening hours before sunset (Fig.2.1). Weather
eonditionsduringthe24-hrwatchesmayhaveaffcctedthefrequencyandtiming of
squeaking(Table2.2,Fig.2.2).Duringthefirstfourwatches,thetemperatureatnoon
was relatively cool; in contrast, the noon temperalureswerequit.e warmduringthelast
three watches. On three of the four cooler days the wolves were often in theclearingand
squeaked during late morning and earlyaftemoon. On all three of the hotter days,the
wolves squeaked mostly in the early morning and late afternoon
Of the 55 SVs in which both squeaker and rccipient(s) were identified, 53 were
individual SVsand two were group prosocial-play SVs. Only the 53 individualSVsare
Wolves squeaked during a wide range of social and movement contexts (Table
2.3). SVs were not randomly distributed across the five general sociaI contexts [X'(4,N=
53)=66.34,p<.01; Fig. 2.3];64 %oftheSVs occurred in prosocial contexts. Nor were
SVs randomly distributed across the three general movement contexts [X' (2, N = 53) =
32.18, p < .01; Fig. 2.3]; 70 % of the SVs occurred during approach movements. Wolves
Time (hrs)
Figure 2.1 Circadian rhythm in the rate of squeaking (mean ± S.E.). The mean
sunrise and sunset time is indicated (sunrise varied from 0524 to 0550; sunset varied
from 2050 to 2105)
Table 2.2: A summary of the weather conditions recorded for each 24-hr watch
Beginning Evening Midnight
Overcast, Rain, 46°F Rain, 44°F,
calm, 42°F breez
FO~8:~m, Overcast, Overcast, Clea:~~;lm,
calm, 56°F calm, 56°F
Rain, calm, Overcast, Fog, calm
57"F calm, 62'P
62°P
pO~9:~m, Sunny, light Overcast, Overcast,
breeze, 70°F light breeze
calm
breezy, cool
July 11-12 Sunny, 51°F Sunny, Sunny, light Sunny,
breez,82°F breeze, 74°P calm, cool
July 16-17 Sunny, Sunny, Overcast, Sunny, cool
calm, 48°F calm,80op calm,70op
July 24-25 Sunny,400P Sunny, Sunny, calm FO~;'~lm,
calm, 78°P
Figure 2.2 Circadian rhythm in the rate of squeaking for each 24-hrwatch
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Figure 2.3. 24-hr watches: The percentage of SVs identified in each social and movement
context.
squeaked most frequently when approaching other wolves in prosocialcontexts
Because 45 % of the SYs occurred in tllegeneral prosocial-approach context,the
distribution ofSVs within the sub-categories ofthisclassificationwasexamined
separately forprosocial activity and approach type. Overall, SYs were notrandomly
distributedacrossprosocialcontexts[x'(2,N=24)=15.75,p<.01;Fig. 2.4], nor across
general approach contexts [X'(3,N=24)= 1O.33,p<.05;Fig.2.4]. Squeaking occurred
morefrcquentlyaswolvesapproachcdororientedtootherwolvesinthe clearing than in
any other prosocial-approach context
There were differences in the frequency of squeaking among wolves(Table2.4)
Although all wolves were observed to squeak, squeaking was not randomly distributed
across wolves [X2 (6,N=53)=82.66,p<.01j;Jasper,asub-dominant male, squeaked
more frequently than other wolves
Some wolves squeaked in more social contexts than others (Fig. 2.5).For
example,Jasperwasidentifiedasthesqueakerin57%oftheSYsin90fI2social
contexts, while Galen and Fiona were each identified as the squeaker inl.9%oftheSYs
and each squeaked only in one social context. F1ve of the seven wolvessqueakedmost
frequentiyintheprosocialcontext.Celtiesqueakedmostiyintheagonisticcontext,
whereas Galen's single SY was in the miscellaneoos category
Five of the seven wolves squeaked most frequently while approaching 0ther
wolves (Fig. 2.6). Celtie squeaked most frequently during continuous movements and
80% of those SVs were given when Celtie was the recipient of aggression. Fiona's single
SV was in the yawn context as she was lying on the rnound
o APP
~ OR
o OR-AP
• OR-OAP
Conspecific Play Greeting
Figure 2.4. 24-hrwatches: The percentage of SVs identified foreachprosocialactivity
and type of approach.
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Figure2.524-hrwalches:ThepercentageofSVsidentifiedforeachwoIfin each social
context. Refer 10 Table 2.1 for wolf information
o Approach
•
Galen Ulysses Noah Jasper
Figure 2.6. 24-hr watches: The percentage of SVs identified for each wolf in each movement
conteXI.RefertoTablel for wolf information
BecauseJaspersqueakedsubstantiallymorethananyotherwolf,thcobserved
trends may be due to Jasper. To test this possibility, the SVsofthe remainingsixwolves
were analyzed separately. Overall, the same distribution patterns were observed. SVs
were not randomly distributed across social L\:'(4, N=23)= 15.49,p<.OI)or
movementcontexts[x'(2,N=23)=11.l4,p<.Olj.Thehighestfrequencyofsqueaking
occurred as the squeaker approached other wolves in the dearing (prosocial-
conspecific).Prosocial-greetingwastheonlycontextinwhichJasper was the sole
squeaker (Table 2.4)
In terms of social rank, sub-dominant wolves appeared to squeak more frequently
than the alpha pair. SVs were not randomly distributed across rank (dominant and sub-
dominant)categories(Z=-1.95,p<O.05).Therewasageneraltrendforthe frequency of
squeakingtoincreasewithadecreaseinthesocialrankofthewolves.Withtheexception
of Ja.,per, there was no obvious difference in the frequency ofsqueakingbetweenmales
and females. SVswererandomlydistributedacrossscx(Z=-O.18,p>.1O)
Beforeconduding that some wolves squeak more than others do,itisimportantto
evaluate the role of potential artifacts. There was a possibility that some wolves were in
the clearing more often than others, and therefore, wererecordedsqueakingmore
frequently. The data do not permit this question to be addressed directly.However,
during 66% of the SVs, five or more of the seven wolves were present in the dearing and
hence had similar opportunities to be observed squeaking
Another potential artifact was that it may be easier to identifysqueaking by some
wolves. Sometimes wolves squeak with opened mouths and sometimes with closed
mouths. It was much easier to identify openwffiouth squeaking. If some individuals squeak
more frequently with an open mouth, those wolves might be observed to squeak more
frequently. An equal proportion of opened and closed mouth squeaking was observed
(Table 2.5). Three wolves (Galen, Ulysses, and Xela) always squeaked with a closed
mouth and one (Fiona) always squeaked with an opened mouth. The correlation between
the proportion of open-mouth SVs and the total numberofSVs identifiedforeach
individualwasnotsignificant[r(5)=0.28,p>.1O]
Of the 53 individual SVs, n.6% occurred in playful or aggressive intemctions
This number likely underestimates the frequency with which squeaking occurs during
such social interactions. That is, play and aggression tend to involve a variety of fast-
paced activities and movements, making it difficult to detect the essentialmovementsthat
allow the squeaker to be identified. An estimate of the proportionofplayfuI or aggressive
interactionsinwhichsqueakingwasobservedversusthoseinteractions in which no
squeaking was observed should provide a better estimate of the rateofsqueakingduring
play and aggression
All playful and aggressive interactions from the seven watcheswereidentified
and the number in which squeaking was heard was counted (Table 2.6). In total, 50
playful interactions and 27 aggressive interactions wereobserved.Squeakingwasheard
immediately before or during 48 % of the play interactions. Six of the seven identified
play SVs were from Jasper; and the other was from Celtie; the identified squeaker was a
participant in six play interactions and an onlooker in the other one. Squeaking was
heard during or immediately after 66.7 % of the aggressive interactions.Ofthefive
Table2.5.Thedistributionofopenedmouth,closedmouth,andopenedmouth-closed
mouth SVs for each wolf during the seven 24-hr watches. Refer to 2.1 for wolf codes
Squeak Form
Opened Mouth °It:~::~:::~·
G 0 I 0 1
U 0 3 0 3
N 3 3 0 6
J 19 II 0 30
F I 0 0 1
X 0 4 0 4
C 3 4 I 8
Total 26 26 1 S3
:~~~~~.~~4-hr Watches: The number of playful and aggressive interactions with and
Nolc: Squeaking ID-the identity of lhe squeaker is known, SqueakerNoID-the identity of the squeaker is
unknown, NoSqueaking-nosqueakswere heard
identified SVs occurring during an aggressive interaction, four were from Celtie and one
was from JaspeL In each case, the squeaker was the recipient of the aggression
2.3.2 Feeding Watches
From the 126 hours of available video, approximately 2000 SYs were heard; the
squeakerandrecipienl(s)couldbeidentifiedfor513(434individualand79groupSYs;
Table 2.7). Initially the results were analyzed and described independently for each year
However, the same trends were observed and hence the results arepresented for all three
years combined. Appendices I, II, and III show the results for each year
Of the 79 identified group SYs, 58 % were classified as food excitement squeaks,
18%occurredinprosocialcontexts(oftheI4SYs,9weregreeting;4conspecific; 1
howling). 15% occurred in food contexts. 7% occurred in agonistic contexts.andl%
occurred in sexual contexts. Group squeaking occurred most frequently immediately
olhers, the total numberofSYs in each of the seven general social conIextsandthree
general movement contexts was entered into an ANOYA with years as the replication
factor. Both main effects and their interaction were statistically significant.Wolves
squeaked significantly more frequently in food and prosocialcontexts [F(6,42)=12.79,
p<.OOI] and when approaching other wolves [F(2,42)=27.45,p<.001] . The
significant interaction revealed that wolves squeaked most frequently whenapproaching
other wolves duringprosocial activities and at the food [F(l2,42)=8.02,p<.001;Table
i~ ~~~~ f8i~ j~ ~
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2.8, Fig. 2.7]. Because 69 % of the SVs occurred withinthesub-categoriesprosocial-
approach and food-approach, two additional analyses were performed
To determine whether squeaking occurred during some prosocial contextsmore
than others, the total nnmberofSVs identified during each of the three prosocial
activities (P. G, C), directed toward either one or two wolves or a group of wolves, and
four types of approach (AP, OR, OR-SAP, OR-OAP) was entered into an ANOVA with
years as the replicating factor. There was no significant difference between the number of
SVs directed toward one to two wolves versus a group (greater than two wolves) [F (I,
48)=O.OI,p>.05].Wolvessqueakedsignificantlymoreduringconspecificacrivities
thanduringplayorgreeting[F(2,48)=20.69,p<.OOI].Wolvessqueakedduringall
types of approach but significantly more frequently when they oriented to other wolves
[F(3,48)=6.69,p<.OOI].Thesignificantinteraction,showninFigure2.8, revealed that
wolves squeaked most as they oriented to other wolves (conspecifics) in the clearing [F
(6,48)=7.81,p<.OOI]
Figure 2.9 shows thenumberofSVs identified in each food context that was
directed to one or two wolves versus a group of wolves. It was extremely rare for wolves
to squeak when approaching one or two wolves at the food. Because only five SVs were
identified in this situation, squeaking when approaching one or two wolves at the food
was not included in lhe following analysis. To delerrnine whethersqueakinginvoiving
more than two wolves occurred during some food contexts more than others the total
numberofSVs idenrifiedduring the two food contexts (F"Fo) and three types of
approach movement (AP, OR, OR-SAP; OR-OAP did not occur in food contexts) was
~ 40
Figure 2.7. Feeding watches: ThepercentageofSVs identifiedineachsocialand
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entered into an ANOVA with years as the replication factor. Wolves squeaked
significantly more when the squeaker was outside the food area [F(l , l2)=22.l2,p<
001]. However, there was no significant difference between the three types of approach
[F(2, 12)= 1.90,p>.05j
All wolves were observed squeaking but SVs were not distributed randomly
across wolves [X' (J2,N=434)=1435.4,p<.001;Table2.9].Jaspersqueakedmost
frequently and in the greatest variety of contexts (56 % of the SVs in all social contexts)
Of the 242 SVs by Jasper, 128 were directed to wolves that were at the food. In fact, 8 of
13 wolves squeaked most frequently in this context. Galen, Noah, Morgaine,andXela
squeaked most frequently in prosocial contexts.Tesssqueakedmostfrequentlyasan
onlooker in agonistic contexts. SVs were randomly distributed across social rank
(dominant versus sub-dominant wolves) (Z=-0.594, p>.05) andsex(Z=-1'.719,p>
Wolves also varied in their frequency of squeaking depending on theirrolein
social interactions (Table 2.10). The squeaker was most likely an initiator or an onlooker
in playful interactions, an initiator in grreting interactions,arecipient or an onlooker in
aggressive interactions, and a recipient in status interactions
SimilarpaUemsinthedistributionofSVsacrosscontext,sexandsocial rank were
observed when the contribution from Jasper was removed from the analysis. Squeaking
occurredmostfrequentlyaswolveswereapproachingotherwolvesinprosocialandfood
contexts[F(l2,42)=5.44,p<.001]. Furtherrnore,nosignificantdifferenceswere
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observed in the distribution ofSVs across social rank (Z=-1.385, p>.05)orsex(Z=
O.862,p>.05)
2.4 DISCUSSION
Beforediscussingtheresults,itisappropriatetoconsiderthestrengthsand
weaknesses of captive studies such as the present one. The main weaknessis that
captivity typically imposes serious limitations on some behaviors of captive animals, and
hence, there is great concem as to the applicabilityofcaptivedata to wild populations. At
CCWR,thewoivesarenothandled,noraretheyonpublicdisplay;inaddition,theylive
ina3.8hectare,heavilyforestedarea,whichprovidesforahighdegree of privacy that is
absent in most other captive situations. Nonetheiess, the wolves cannot hunt, nor can they
leave the pack, both of which are important aspects of the lives of wild wolves
(Harrington&Paque~1982). The strength of captive research is that one can investigate
behaviors which are impossible to study in the wild, providedthatconditionsfornormal
expression of behavior exist (K1inghammer & Laidlaw, 1979). Because it is almost
impossibJeto getciose to or keep up with a pack of free-ranging wolves, much less to
identify individuals and their status (Harrington & Paquet, 1982). rnanysocialbehaviors
can be adequately studied only in captivity where it is possible to get cioseenoughto
Social behavior is best studied through a combination offield and caplive
research (K1ingharnmer&Laidlaw. 1979). Such an approach has been effectivelyusedin
the study of howling (Theberge & Falls, 1967; Harrington & Mech, 1978; K1inghammer
& Laidlaw, 1979; Harrington, 1987). Because squeaking is a ciose-range vocalization
thatisaudibleoververyshortdistances,therearenostudiesofsqueakingonfree-ranging
wolves. There are only limited references to squeaking in natural history descriptions of
wolf behavior (Crisler, 1958;Mech,1970).Evenourknowiedgeaboutsqueakingin
captivity is very minimal, being limited to a few studies on a small number of hand-
reared wolves. The value of this captive study is that it provides the firslextensive
account of the contexts of squeaking in an intact pack over a three yearperiod.Thenext
slepwill beta use lheseresults to guide the development ofa study 0 fsqueakinginwild
From this study we can conclude that (1) some wolves squeak more frequently
than others (throughout the entire study period Jasper squeaked more than all 0 thers),(2)
wolves squeak in a range of social and movement contexts, butespeciallywhen
approaching other wolves inprosacial (approaching any number ofwoIves in the
clearing) and food contexts (outside the food area approaching a group ofwoIves),(3)
there are no obvious sexual differences in the frequency of squeaking, and (4) social rank
may be important; sub-dominant wolves squeaked significantly more than the alpha pair
during the 24-hr watches. From the 24-hrwatches, it can also be concludedthat(5)
wolves squeak most frequently during lhedawn and late afternoon hours ,corresponding
to times when they were most often visible in the clearing.
Only squeaking that occurred in the clearing was recorded and analyzed in this
study,yelthisclearingrepresenlsonlyasmallpartoftheenclosure.LittIe is known about
lhebehaviorandactivity patterns of the wolves when they are not in the cIearing.Itis
possible that squeaking occurs in contexts that did not occur in the clearing and that
squeakingoccurredattimesotherthanthoseobservedinthisstudy.However, the
contexts observed here do overlap with those reported by others (Harrington & Mech,
1978; Fentress et aI., 1978; Field, 1979)
Over the course of this investigation there were major changes in the social
structure of the pack. During the mating season of 1997, the pack was reduced from 13
wolves to seven wolves. The death of the longtime alpha female, Pawnee, lead to fighting
between females for the alpha position, which resulted in the death of three females.
There is no doubt that this was a very intense time for all members of the pack,
particularly the subdominant wolves. It is possible that this social instability may have
affected the frequency and distribution of squeaking between wolves and social contexts
reported in this study. However, an examination of the results obtained separatelyfor
each year revealed the same trends as was reported for all three years combined
(Appendixl-lII).lneachyear,Jaspersqueakedsignificantlymorethananyotherwolf
suggesting that frequent squeaking is a characteristic of Jasper's "personality" rather than
a artifact of intense social discord within the pack. Similarly, in each year, wolves
squeaked most frequently when approaching other wolves at the food andduring
prosocialactivities
The frequency of squeaking during courtship is likely to beunderestimatedinthis
study because very little courtship behavior occurred during the 1997 breedingseason
(Jenny Ryon, personal communication). A comparison of the number of squeaking
vocalizations recorded during courtship behavior for each year of the study(SEX
category of Table I, Appendix I-III) reveals that courtship squeaks wereobservedmore
frequently in 1995 (a pup was bom) than in 1996 or 1997 indicating thaI more courtship
behavior may have occurred during the breeding season of 1995. Moregenerally,itis
important to note that the results of this study show the activities and contexts during
which wolves squeak the most. It does not show the activities or contexts of which
squeaking is an integral part. Forexample,squeaking maybe essential to courtship
activities, although in this study, squeaking was seldom heard in this context,mainly
because courtship seldom occurred during my observations
Determiningtheimportanceofsqueakingtodifferenttypesofbehaviorsrequires
activity budgets for each wolf so that it would be possible to calculate the rate of
squeaking per time at an activity. This was not possible wilh theeurrent data set
However, it was possible to address the importance of squeaking duringplayand
aggression somewhat by looking at the percentage of times wolves squeakedduringthese
interactions for the 24-hrwatches only. Squeaking was heard during 48% 0 ftheplayful
interactions and 67 % of the aggressive interactions suggesting that it may be an
important part of these activities
It has been suggested that information contextual toa signal (e.g.,vocalization)
can provide insight into the meaning or function of the signal (Smith, 1977; Dawson,
1991). Although the relationship between context and function is complex,an
examination of the social and movement contexts of squeaking may aid in determining
thefunction(s)ofsqueakingforwolves.Squeakingoccurredpredominatelyinfriendly
social and movement contexts (prosocialand food). The underlying message in all of
thesecontextsseemstobeafriendlymotivationonpartofthesqueaker.Furthermore,it
is usually accompanied by a decrease in the physical orsocialdistancebetweenthe
squeakeraodrecipient.
The richness and complexity Oflhis vocalizalion (see Chapter 3) suggeststhat
specific infonnation may be encoded in the squeak signal in different socialand
movement contexts. In prosocial contexts, squeaking may inform others of a willingness
to interact (play, greeting) or acknowledge another wolfs presence(conspecific)
Squeaking while approaching or orienting to other wolves at food may function to inform
otherwolvesthallheindividualisapproachingthefood.Squeaking in this context may
also serve as a location signal. If the receivers at the food are not facing the squeaking
individual, they can not see who is approaching. Even if they were facing the
approaching animal, they have their heads down atlending to food. Squeaking while
approaching others at food thus may inform the others of the location, idenlity
(individual,farniliar/unfamiliar,pup/adult,sub-dominantldominant)aodmotivation(non-
aggressive, friendly) of the approaching wolf. Anaoalysis of the acousticstructureof
squeaking is needed to determine ifsuch information ispolentially available (see Chapter
3). It is also possible lhat, by squeaking, the approaching wolf is trying to determine ifit
is okay to approach the food source more closely. It was common for squeaking wolves
to approach others at the food. stop, tum and walk away. This could occur several times
before the squeaking wolf actually entered the food area and began eating. Perhaps, upon
approach, the squeaker perceived a subtle aggressive signal fromaoother wolf (maybe a
more dominant wolf) that informed the squeaker that it was not okay to approach. The
absence of an aggressive signal, or the presence ofa friendly signaI, may account for the
squeaker proceeding to the food and eating. Although Idid not noticesuchsignalsby
attacked an approaching wolf that was squeaking, suggesting thatwolvesonly
approached closely when there was little threat of being attacked. Acloserexamination
of the behavior of the other wolves at the food whilethesqueakerisapproachingmay
provide insight into this hypothesis
During agonistic and negative status contexts. the squeaker was most often the
recipient of the interaction. The individual squeaked when being approached,mostoften
by a more dominant wolf. In several interactions. the individual squeaked and atlcmpted
squeaking may serve to indicate the non-aggressive motivation of the squeaker and to
minimize aggression from the receivers. In many other agonistic interactions, the
squeaker was an onlooker observing aggression between two or more wolves. Squeaking
inthiscontextmayservetoprovideamorerelaxedfriendlyatmosphereto replace the
Although some wolves squeaked more frequently than others, it is important to
note that all wolves squeaked. Young and old, dominant and sub-dominant, male and
female wolves squeaked. There was a trend for sub-dominants to squeak more than the
alpha pair. This observation may have led some earlier researchers to suggestthat
squeakingmightbeasubmissivevocalization(Joslin,1966,citedinMech,1970;Fox,
1971). A more likely interpretation is that squeaking indicates interestin interacting with
the alpha wolf. That is, if squeaking signals to decrease the physical or social distance
betweenwoives, itis understandable that sub-dominants mightvocalize more often than
the alpha paiL The alpha wolves are often the recipients of prosociaI activity. Their
presenceinthegroupisenoughtoelicitexcitementandactivity.lhave often seen a
group of wolves rise from resting when the dominant male or female walked by. Without
any obvious signal from the alpha member, the sub-dominants would squeak, muzzle,
approach, and attempt to play with the dominant animal. The squeaking, combined with
otherfriendlyvisualdisplays,mayservetoindicateaneagemessto interact with the
alpha wolf rather than to signal submission
Ifsqueakingtrulyisasubmissivebehavior,low-rankingwolvesmightbe
expected to squeak more frequently to higher-ranking wolves. Threeobservationsare
inconsistent with a submissive interpretation of squeaking. First, although it was often
difficult to identify the specific recipient(s) because all wolves in the clearing were
potential recipients, much of the. squeaking was directed from one sub-dominant wolf to
another,oftenoflowerrank.Second,squeakingdirectedfromlower-rankingwolvesto
higherrankingwolves,identifiedinstatuscontexts,occurredlessfrequentlythan
squeakingdirectedtootherwolves,oftensub-dominantwolves,intheciearing.Thisis
evident (although to make a statistical argument would require base-rate probabilities)if
we compare the number of squeaking vocalizations that occurred in status contexts and
the number of squeaking vocalizations that occurred in prosocial-conspecificcontexts
(24-hrwatches-2status,2Iconspecific;feedingwatches-15statusand95conspecific)
Third,ifsqueakingisasubmissive behavior, a change in social statusshouldcomplement
a change in the frequency with which an individual squeaks. In 1995and1996,Fiona
was a low-ranking wolf and was identified as the squeaker for only 2% of the squeaking
vocalizations. In 1997, she became the alpha female and was identified as lhe squeaker in
3.7%. Theseobservalions suggest thal squeaking is a friendly, socialbehaviorrathcrthan
In summary, thercsults ofthissludysuggesl that squcaking may play an
importanl role in the social processes of wolves. Squeak.ingis a part of many of the daily
activitiesofwolvesandseemstoplayaroleincoordinatingsocialinteractionswilhinthe
pack.ltisinvolvcdinassemblingwolvcsforgroupactivilies(grecling,play,howling)
and malcmal rccognilion (Goldman etal., 1995). Squcaking during agonisticandslalus
situations may serve lo prevent or minimize serious aggression, which helpsmainlain
slabilityinthcsocialhicrarchy.Squeakingisafriendlyvocalizationthaloccursina
divcrsityofsocial and movemenlconlexts. The underlying meaning scemslobethe
friendly motivation of the squeakers and their willingness tointeractwirhothermernbers
of the group. Additional information such as the idcntilyand localion oflhe sender is
potentially available to lhereceivers in some contexts. An analysis ofthe acoustic
variation in squeaking among wolves and among contcxts will help delermine if such
information is available (Sce Chaplcr 3)
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Chapter 3 The Sound of Squeaking
Squeaking is asofl, high frequency, affilialivevoealizalionlhalisemitledin
series by wolves, Canis lupus. Wolves squeak most frequently during the dawn and late
afternoon hoursinprosocial,agonistic, food,cQurtship, and status cootexts, but most
frequentlyaslheyareapproaehingororientingtootherwolvesduringprosoeialaetivities
and to olherwolves that are at the food (see Chapler 2). Theunderlyingmessageofthe
squeaking vocalization seems to be the friendly motivation of the squeakers andlheir
willingness to interact wilh others. Analysisoftheacousticstructureofthisvocalization
may determine if information, such as the idenlity oflhe squeaker and eontexls, is
Acoustic structure and variation are especially important in the communication of
mammals (Miller & Murray, 1995). Social mammals in particular oflen have complex,
repertoires in which different vQcalizations can be merged or combined withvisualand
olfaelory information 10 produce communication syslems lhateanvary eonsiderablybolh
withinandbelWeenindividuals.Aeouslicanalysishasbeenusedlodelermine which
frequency andloftemporal variables distinguish among individuals within a species. In
order for a variable to act as apolential carrier of information about individualily,the
intra-individual variance should be small compared to the inter-individualvariationofthe
same variable (Epsmark, 1975). In some species, individuals can be dislinguishedbased
on a few variables such as fundamental frequency (the howl of wolves, Tooze,
Harrington, & Fentress, 1990). In other species, a combination of variables maybe
needed such that each individual has a unique profile ofacQustic characteristicsthatcan
be distinguished from other individuals (the contact vocalization ofthe emperor penguin,
Aptenodytesforster,Robisson,Aubin&Bremand,1993;mutualdisplay vocalization of
the greater flamingo, Phoenicopterusruber, Mathevon, 1997)
The acoustic structure of mammalian vocalizations can be complex., as energyis
spread over a wide frequency range, and the frequency structures areoftenmodulated
within a given vocalization (Schrader & Hammerschmidt, 1997). Thus, it can be difficult
Despite this difficulty, researchers have found individuality in the vocalizations of many
mammals, including the whistles of bottlenose dolphins, Turnips truncatus (Caldwell &
Caldwell, 1965; Tyack, 1986;Sayighetal., 1998), the threat vocalizations 0 fmale
elephant seals, Mirounga angustirostris (Shipley, Hines, &Buchwald,1981),theroarsof
maleharbourseals,Phocavitulina(Hanggi&Schusterman,1994),the pup vocalizations
of grey seals, Haliclwerusgrypus (Caudron, Kondakov,&Siryanov, 1998), the screams
of sea otters, Enhydralutris (McShane, Estes, Riedman,&Staedler, 1995), the bleats of
reindeer, Rangijerrarandus(Epsmark, 1975), the groans of fallow deer, Damadama
(Reby, Joachim, Lauga, l..ek, & Aulagnier, 1998),thegruntsofdomesticpigs,Susscrofa
(Schon, Puppe,Gromyko, & Manteuffel, 1999), the short vocalization 0 fpikas,
Oclumtonaprinceps(Conner, 1985), and the isolation vocalization of Mexican free-tailed
bats, Tadaridab. mexicana(Gelfand & McGraken, 1986)
Perhaps the most extensive work on individual variation and individual
recognition has been done with primate vocalizations, includingthecontactvocalizations
of pygmy marmosets, Cebuella pygmaeca (Snowdon & Cleveland, 1980), the long
vocalizations common marmosets, CaLlithrixjacchus (Jorgensen & French, 1998), the
contact vocalizations of ringtailed lemurs, Lemurcatta (Macedonia, 1986), the
advertisement vocalizations of male mouse lemurs, Microcebus murinus (Zimmennan &
Lerch, 1993), the coo vocalization of rhesus macaques Macaca mulatfa (Hause,,1991),
the disturbance vocalizationsofbarbary macaques, Macaca sylvanus (Fisher,
Hammerschmidt, & Todt, 1995), and the long vocalizations of red-chested tamarins,
Saquinusl. labiatus (Maeda & Mastaka, 1987)
Infonnation, in addition to that conceming individuality. mayalso be encoded in
vocalizations (Struhsaker, 1967; Green, 1975). Vocalizations that were previously
considered unitary in several mammalian species have been found to vary with subtle
differences in social context in which the vocalizations were made (Lillehei & Snowdon,
1978). By using playback experiments, researchers have since demonstratedthatthese
variationsaredetectedbytheanimals.Contextualvariation,thatissubtlevariation
betweencontexts,mayallowthevocalizationtomeandifferentthingsindifferent
Considerthecaseofvervetmonkeys,Cercopilhecusaelhiops.Theyproduce
acoustically different alarm vocalizations in the presence of each of their four main
predators: lecpards,eagles, snakes, and baboons and respond withbehaviorally
appropriate escape responses (Struhsaker, 1967). In fact, even in the absenceofactual
predators, vervet monkeys respond appropriately to playbacks ofrecordingsofthreeof
these alarm vocalizations suggesting that these vocalizations maybe representational or
referentialsignals(Seyfarth,Cheney,&Marler,1980a)
Japanese macaques, Macacafuscala, have seven variants of the coo vocalization
that are used in ten different contexts (Green. 1975) and they can Ieamtodiseriminate
betweentwooftheeoovariants(Zolothetal..1979).Similareontextualvariationhas
been found in the coo vocalization of stumptail macaques. Macacaarloides (Lillehei&
Snowdon, 1978). the trill vocalization of pygmy marmosets (Pola & Snowdon. 1975;
Snowdon & Pola, 1978), the long vocalizations and eliirps of cotton,toptamarins,
Saguinus oedipus (Cleveland & Snowdon, 1982; Snowdon, Cleveland, & French, 1983;
Bauers & Snowdon, 1990), the grunts of baboons, Pabio ltrSinus (Rendell, Seyfarth.
Cheney, & Owren. 1999), and the shrill barks of barbary macaques. Macaca sylvanus
(Fisher. 1998)
The family Canidae consists of approximately 35 species categorized intol5
genera (Shcldon 1992). Social organization in eanidsranges fromrelativelysolitaryto
highly social. The wolf, dhole (Cuon alpinus), and African wild dog(Lycaonpiclus) are
highly social and hunt in packs. Others are moderalely social (e.g., eoyote,Canislalrans,
goldenjaekal.Canisaureus).Thebasiesoeialunitisthematedpairand their offspring.
PerhapstheleastsoeialofalleanidsarefoxesofthegenusVulpes;theyusuallyhaveonly
a temporary pair bond and the young disperse at 5,6 months of age (Fox. 1971;Fox&
Vocal individuality is likely to be important in the maintenanceofpackstructure
and cohesion for the highly social canids. Individuality in long-range vocalizations, such
ashowling,canhelpseparatedmembersfindtheirwaybacktotheirpack,help
individuals avoid potentially dangerous inleractions, and can help dispersing individuals
findmatesandterritorieswithoutaggressiveencountersbyavoidingtenitoriesofalien
packsandindividuals(Toozeetal.,1990).Individualityinclose-range vocalizations may
aid in parent-offspring recognition and may help maintain pack cohesion,aswellas
controlling or coordinating pack dynamics. Despite the social demand for individual
recognition,relativelyfewvQcalsignatureshavebeenidentified in canids. To date,
vocalizations of Arctic foxes(Alopexlagopus),dholes, and wolveshavebeenexamined
Within the fox-likecanids, the Arctic fox seems to exhibit the most complex
social system. Groups may consist of one adult male with one or more females who may
live together with the young of that year. Family groups maintain territories,whichare
marked by scenl, visual displays and vocalizations (Sheldon, 1992). One such
vocalization, called territorial barking. occurs in a series and is transmittedoverlong
distances. Frommolt, Kruchenkova, and Russig (l997) used univariateandmultivariate
analyses of variance and discriminate function analysis to assess individualityinthe
barks. They found significant differences between four individuals in46of54 measured
variables. Most of the differences were found in the frequency variables.The
discriminant function analysis correctly assigned 91% of the barks toindividualanimals.
Dholes are highly social animals, comparable in the degree of their socialityto
African wild dogs and wolves. They use a repetitive whistle vocalization to maintain
pack cohesion in dense habitats (Fox, 1984; Sheldon, 1992). Durbin (1998) recorded 62
whistle bouts from captive dholes and used cross correlation and discriminantanalysisto
distinguish between five individuals. Of the various frequency and temporalvariables
measured,theperiod from the start of one syllable to the next, fundamentalfrequency,
and maximum frequency were the important discriminatory variables
Severalresearchershaveinvestigatedindividualvariationinthehowlingof
wolves and agree on the presence of vocal signatures in howls (Theberge&Falls,1967;
Klinghammer & Laidlaw, 1979). Most recently, Tooze et aI. (1990) found that wolves
have individually distinct howls and that they discriminatedbetweenvocalizationsfrom
familiar and unfamiliar wolves. Similarly, Harrington (1986) found that adults and pups
discriminated between adult and pup howls and both repliedsignificantly more often to
Although the number of studies of individuality incanid vocalizations is limited,
individuality does appear to be coded in the long-range vocalizations ofsomecanid
species. Individuality may also be encoded in close-range vocalizations such as
squeaking. The squeaking vocalization is composed of one or more squeakingphrases,
each of which is comprised of one or more individual squeaks. Individualsqueaksare
brief (usually less than 300msec), low-arnplitude sounds with energy typicallybelween2
and 4 kHz. (Fig 3.I;see Methods)
Research on captive wolves has revealed a great deal of varialion withinthe
squeakingvocalizationofindividuals.Whelherthisvariabilityisduetodifferences
between individuals, differences between classes of individuals (e.g., age, sex, social
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position) or the context of the vocalization has not yet been established.Fentress,Field
and Parr (1978) defined squeaks loosely as high frequency (>2 kHz),tonalsoundsand,
based on qualitative observations, reported that squeaks fromonewolfvaried in forrnas
the context changed. For example, squeaks made during group howlingappearedlonger
induration and appeared to have greater frequency modulation than those uttered when
one wolf approached another. Within the same context, however, squeaksfromseveral
wolves appeared strikingly similar in structure
In an attempt to define squeak variability quantitatively, Field (1979) examined
squeak-type sounds that were made by an adult male, an adult female, and two pups in a
single social context. The context was the reduction of distance between the vocalizing
wolf and a fantiliar human. In comparison to the male's squeaks, the female's had higher
mean frequency and duration and showed morevariabihty in frequency .Squeaksfroffi
the two adults were grouped and compared to squeaks from the two pups. Pup squeaks
had higher mean frequencies, longer mean durations, and greater meanfrequency
fluctuations than adult squeaks. Because squeaks from only a few wolves were compared,
it is difficult to detennine whether the variation reponed is due todifferencesbetween
individuals or between classes of individuals (e.g., sex, age)
Goldman, Phillips, and Fentress (1995) investigated thepossibilily of an acoustic
basis formatemal recognition in wolves. They analyzed the squeaks andbehaviorofthe
mother and another adull female wolf while tending toa litter of pups during the first five
postnatal weeks. They found that the two females could be identified basedonthe
acoustic properties of their squeaks. Sound analysis revealed that the distributions of the
fundamental frequencies of their squeaks were non-overlapping. Inaddition,theyfound
thatsqueaksemittedoutsidethedenthatwereassociatedwithpupsexiting the den had
fundamental frequencies wholly within the mother's range. This resuIt suggests that the
pups were able to identify the mother, possibly based on the fundamental frequency of
her squeaks, and that the fundamental frequencyofa squeak may be an important
aCQllstic cue available for individual recognition. This study hints that wolves may have
individually identifiable squeaks that can be distinguished by their fundamental
frequency
The squeaks analyzed inpreviolls sludies were those given by only a fewanimals
(three in Fentress et aI., 1978; four in Field, 1979; and two in Goldman et aI., 1995)ina
maximum oflhrec differenl contexts in a captive setting. Furthennore, only a few sound
exception of Goldman et aI. (1995), the study animals were socialized to humans. Despite
these limitations, these studies provide valuable preliminary evidencetosuggestthatthe
vatiabilityin the structure of squeaks seems to follow changes in the aceompanying
context and hints that the squeaking vocalization may be important in individual
recognition.
Individuality in such a close range vocalization could be useful to wolves, avery
social species that lives in packs consisting mostly of family members. Wolves cooperate
in virtually all aspectsnfdaily living such as hunting, raising young, and traveling
living socially demands effective communication. Individual recognition by any means
(visual, auditory, or olfaction) would increase the efficiency and accuracy of
communication within the pack. Individual recognition by vocaI individuality maybe
more important in some contexts than in others. For example, it is easy to imagine why it
would be important for pups inside the den to recognize the vocalization of their mother
from outside the den. If squeaking does signal the time for the pup to exit the den
(Goldmanetal.,1995),itwouldbecrucialforthepuptobeabletodistinguishbetween
its mother's squeaking vocalizations and those of another wolf. In addition,individual
recognition would be very important in situations where other visuaI or olfactory cues
may not be available, such as when a wolf approaches olher wolves from behind while
they are eating, interacting in the forest, or during the nighl. FinaIly.individual
recognition[throughsqueaking]mayenableindividualstorecognizepotentialpiaymates
or to maintaincontacl with individuals who have recently been involvedin affiliative
To summarize, there is circumstantial evidence which enables us to predict that
wolves would have individually identifiable squeaking vocalizations that vary indifferent
social contexts. Wolves are physically able to produce and perceiveindividual
differences in vocalizations (Asa & Mcch, 1995). Past research has demonstratedthe
presence of vocal individuality and group recognition (possibly individualrecognilion)in
howls (Theberge & Falls, 1967; Klinghammer & Laidlaw, 1979; Tooze el aI., 1990)
Preliminary evidence suggests thaI wolves produce different squeak variams in different
social contexts (Fentress etal., 1978) and there is a hint that wolves may have
individually identifiable squeaks (Field, 1979; Goldmanetal., 1995). Furthermore, there
is evidence of individual and contextual differences In the close range vocalizations of
To detennine if the acoustic properties of the squeaking vocalizationdiffers
between individuals and contexts, a study that compares squeaking by many wolves in an
intactpackina variety of contexts is needed. The primary purpose of this study was to
provide such a detailed acoustic analysis of squeaking vocalizations to address questions
concerning individual and contextual variation. The specific objeclives include: (I) 10
determine if wolves can be individually identified based on the acoustic properties of
their squeaks and (2) todetermineifsqueakingvariesasa function of social (e.g.•
prosocial,agonistic,food)andmovement(e.g.,approach,leave)contexts
Anadditionalgoalofthisstudywastoassesstwornethodologicalissuesrelated
to lhc study of acoustic variation in squeaking. The specific objeclives include: (l)to
determine if video recordings are adequate to detect subtle differences in the acoustic
structure of squeaking vocalizations between individuals and between social and
movementcont.exts and (2) to determine what level of analysis thatis required to detect
There is some question as to the sensitivity of video equipment for recording and
analyzing sound (Lchner, 1996). In this study the useofvidco analysis was essential to
identify the squeaker and rccipient(s) and to determine thebehavioralcontcxtinwhich
the squeaking vocalization occurred. Although video analysis was nccessary, we do not
know if the sound quality of the video recordings is adequate to pcrmitdetailed
investigation of the acoustic properties of squeaking. To answer this question,sonagrams
ofa squeaking vocalization recorded simultaneously by audio and video-recording
equipment were compared. This comparison involved qualitative inspection of the
sonagrams and quantitative analysis of several measurements taken from the sonagrams.
As with any vocalization or behavior that occurs in sequence or series ,itis
difficult to know the level (i.e., squeaking vocalization, squeaking phrase,orindividual
squeak) at which to analyze the squeaking vocalization. Different approaches have been
taken in past research. Field (1979) measured the duration, inter-squeakinterval,
frequency, and fluctuation (or range) of each squeak in thcsqucakingphrascandthen
used mean values for each phrase as the unit of analysis. Goldman et al. (I 995) measured
the fundamental frequency of each squeak. If the fundamental frequencyvariedwith
time, the mean fundamental frequency was calculated from the fundamental at the
beginning and end of each squeak. In contrast to Field (1979),they used the fundamental
frequency of the individual squeaks.
The major problem with both of those approaches is that neither consideredthe
possibility that the squeaks in the squeaking phrase may be correlated witheachother
such that the acoustic properties of an individual squeak may be dependent upon the
propcrties of an adjacent squeak. In this study, the degree of correlation between squeaks
within a squeaking phrase was assessed to determine whether it was appropriate to treat
measurements of individual squeaks as the unit of analysis
3.2 METHODS
3.2.1 Study Site
Detailed descriptions of the study site at the Canadian Center for WolfRescarch
(CCWR), Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia have been described previously (Chapter 2, Coscia,
Phillips, & Fentress, 1991). Briefly. a3.8-hectare, heavilywooded enclosure is residence
to pack-reared timber wolves. The wolves are not approached or handled and their
siteslocatednexttotheclearing,anareaconsistingofaknoll,apond, and an open area
The wolves are provisioned in the clearing, primarily wilha highqualitydogfood
supplemented whenever possible by road-killed deer
Each of the wolves at CCWR is named and clearly identifiable by characleristic
markings. Relevantinfonnation (name, age, social status) for caehwolfis presented in
Table 3.1. The number of wolves in the pack changed over lhecourse of this study
During 1995 and 1996lhere were 13 wolves, including a pup that was born in 1995. In
1997, lhesize oflhe pack declineddramalically. In February 1997, the alpha female
(Pawnee) died from complications of old age and three females died from injuries
suslainedfrom fightingbelween the females for the alpha position. A little later, the beta
male (Voochco) died from natural causes. In May 1997, Homer also died from natural
causes, leaving seven wolves in the pack
At CCWR, ongoing wolf social behavior is routinely videotaped from the
observation trailer using a Hi-8 Sony CCD-TR600 Video Camcorder for one hour after
Cellie(C)
Devilchild(D)
Fiona (F)
Homer (H)
Jasper(J)
Morgaine(M)
Tess(T)
U1ysses(U)
Voochco(V)
Xela(X)
Beta (95,96)
AI ha(97-3wks)
Alpha
95,96,97
May 1997 Sub-dominant
95,96,97
Sub-dominant
S~~~d~~;~ant
95,96,97
Sub-dominant
95,96,97
Alpha
(95,96,97)
Sub-dominant
(95,96,97)
Beta
95,96,97)
Omega (1996,1997)
Sub-dominant 1997)
feeding, three-fourtimes per week. After the food is placed in the clearing,thewolves
are videotaped whenever they are present in the clearing during the one-hour period. The
watch is tenninated ifno wolves are in the clearing for 20 consecutive minutes. Video
recordings of these feeding watches from 1995 (Jan.-Dec.), 1996 (Jan.-Sept.)and
1997(Jan.-Dec.)yieldedI26hoursofvideotapeforanalysis
Hi-8videocassettesweredubbedontoSonySVHSvideocasseltesandindexed
(i.e., each frame was numbered) using a NEC PC SVHS video recorder. In order to
preserve the quality of the SVHS copies, a second tape was dubbed, indexed, and used
for the initial viewing of the material to create a squeaking map. Each tape was viewed
using standard play. Whenever a squeaking vocalization (SV) washeard,theindex
number and some descriptive information (location of squeakerI. identityofsqueakerand
recipient2, and social behavior) was recorded. This process identified approximately 2000
SVs. The squeaker and recipient(s), could only be identified for 434 of theseSVs
High-quality SVs, in which both the identity of the squeaker and recipient(s)and
the social and movement context were determined, were used for acoustic analysis
Measurements were taken from 196 SVs [259 squeaking phrases (SP), 2376 squeaks]
from 13 wolves in seven social contexts (13 sub-contexts) and two general movement
contexls (6 sub-contexts). The following coding categories are reievant to the analysis
used in this study. Other contexts were coded but not used here (seeChapter2)
Social Context: This was defined by the social context in which the SV occurred
Separate coding was completed for SVs that were directed to one or two wolves versus
more than two wolves for prosocial (except howling) and foodcontext categories
I. PROSOCIAL (PR): These activities include all social behavior that is not
considered agonistic (see below)
a. Food-SqueakerOutside(F[)}:Thesqueakerisintheciearingandthe
recipient(s) are in the food area
b. ~::dd~aueakerlnSide(FJ1BoththeSqueakerandreciPient(S)areinthe
5. STATUS (STAT): SVs occurred during interactions in which theparticipants
signal their social status bycharacleristic head, tail and body pOSlures
Movement Context- The physical movement made by the squeaker during or
within 5 sec after the end of a SV was coded. The following is a list and description of
b. Orient (OR): The squeaker was looking toward, or the head was turned
in the direction of. one or more wolves. '
c. Orient- Squeaker Approach (OR-SAP): The squeaker was oriented (as
above) to one or more wolves and approached them.
d. Orient-Others Approach (OR-OAP): The squeaker was oriented to one
or more wolves and was approached by them.
a. ~: The squeaker left or moved away from an area where one
or more wolves were present
b. Orient -Squeaker Leave (OR-SLV): The squeaker was oriented to one
or more wolves and left or moved away from the area
3.2.3 Data Analysis
The signal-analysis package CSL 4300 (Kay Blemetrics Co., Pine Brook, New
Jersey) was used to perform detailed sound analysis. HighqualitySVsidentifiedfromthe
SVHS videotape were digitized with a 10-bit AiD converter at 20 kHz, for the frequency
range 0-9 kHz. Sonagrams were produced using a 58-Hz analyzing filter bandwidth.
Preliminary analysis of the sonagrams suggested that it might be importantt0
investigate variation in the SV at several levels. Thetypicalduration of the inter-squeak
interval (ISl),measured from the end of one squeak to the beginning 0 fanother, was less
than one second (Fig. 3.2). However, sometimes there was a longer lSI (maximum lSI =
4.40 sec), but there was no corresponding change in the behaviorofthevocalizing
animaJ,suggestingthatsqueaksseparatedbyalSlgreaterthanonesecondwerepartof
thesameSV,butpartofadifferentSP.Inthisstudy,acutoffofl.Osecondswasusedto
distinguish the lSI from the inter-phrase interval (JPI), measured from the end of the last
squeak in the first SP to the beginning of the first squeak in the next SP. This observation
led to identification of the three levels of the SV(Fig. 3.1). TheSVis the largest unit
composedofoneormoreSPs(referredtoasphrasesinFentressetal.,1978and Field,
1979; trains in Coscia et aI., 1991; sequences in Goldman et aI., 1995). EachSPis
composed of one or more squeaks (referred to as syllables in Fentress et aI., 1978 and
Field,1979;elementsinCosciaetaJ., 1991;squeaksinGoldmanetal.,1995).IndividuaJ
squeaks are brief (usually less than 300msec),low-amplitudesounds with energy
typicallybetween2and4kHz
o~",,-.,..-..---.-..-------,--,----,-----,
o
Inter-squeak Interval
Figure 3.2. Frequencyhislogram oflhe inler-squeak inlerval of IheSV.
I chose variables that had been previonslyshown to be useful in distinguishing
between the squeaks of different individuals and contexts such as squeakduration.
fundamental frequency. inter~squeak interval, and frequency range. Because the
fundamental frequency (defined in this study as the frequency of the 10west band) can
vary considerably within a squeak, I measured the start. end, maximum, and minimum
frequency. Mean fundamental frequency was calculated from these four variables
(comparable to fundamental frequency as measured by Goldman et a!., 1995). Other
variables were chosen because they appeared to vary a great deal within and between
Variables were measured directly from the sonagrams by placing cross-hairs at
the target location. The accuracy of frequency measurementswas±29 Hz and time
measurements was ± 3.5 msec. The following is a description of the frequency and
temporal variables measured at each level oftheSV·
Squeaking Vocalization (sv)
I. Duration(svdur)-thetimefromthestartofthefirstsqueaktotheend
ofthelastsqueakintheSV.
2. Number of squeaks (svnumsq)- the total number of squeaks in the SV
4. Duration (spdur)-thetimefromthestartof the first squeak in the
phrasetotheendofthelastsqueakintheSP
5. Numberofsqueaks(spnumsq)-thelotalnumberofsqueaksinthe
phrase
6. Mean inter-squeak interval (spisi)-the average time from the end of
one squeak in the SP to the beginning of the next squeak
9. End frequency(efreq)-the fundamental frequency at the end of the
squeak
10. Maximum frequency (mxfreq)-thepeak fundamental frequency of the
squeak
11. Minimum frequency (minfreq) - the lowest fundamental frequency of
the squeak.
12. Mean frequency(mnfreq)-theaverageofthestart,end, minimum,
and maximum fundamental frequency for each squeak.
13. Frequency range(range)-thedifferencebetween the maximum and
minimum fundamental frequency of each squeak
Most commonly, SVs were composed of an additional frequency component
(visible on some sonagrams as second and third bands), but in recordingsofdistant
senders energy at higher frequencies feU below the sensitivity ofthe recording system
This observation has led others (Schassburger, 1993; Goldman et aI., 1995) to describe
the SV as harmonically structured. However, some sonagrams (e.g., Fig. 3.1) indicated
that the high and low components are not harmonically related (i.e., in sonagramsthey
are non-parallel spectral bands) which suggests they may be produced as a result of
biphonation, the simultaneous generation of two audiJe frequenciesformedby
independent mechanisms (Wilden, Herzel, Peters, & Tembrock, 1998). The absence of
the higher energy bands in some recordings may have been due to the Iimitedsensitivity
of the recording system; altematively, lhe absence might be meaningful. Becauseitwas
impossible to distinguish between these two alternatives, thehigherenergy bands were
not analyzed. Future research should examine the significance and function of these
3.2.4.1 Use of Video
In addition to the feeding watches, seven 24-hrwatcheswereconduct.edbetween
June 5, 1997 and July 24, 1997 (Chapter 2). For each watch, SVs were simultaneously
recorded by video and audio equipment. A description of the videoequipmentisprovided
above. For the audio recordings, a Sennheiser Super Cardioid Sholgun microphone was
connected to a Marantz PMD430 stereo cassene recorder [frequency response30Hz-15
kHz (3 dB with a signal to noise ratio of 75 dB)]. All SVs were recorded using Ampex
472 High Bias IEC Type JI Studioaudiocassetles. Recordings were analyzedasdescribed
above. Visual inspection oflhe sonagrarns did not reveal anydifferencesinthequalityof
the recording belween the two techniques (Figure 3.3). In both examples,thevariables
measured were consistently higher for the video recording but the deviation was minimal
(average frequency deviation =66.8 ±22.3 Hz. average temporal deviation=7.5±5.5
msec) with respect to the measurement error (see above), and the basic shapeofthe
squeak has been preserved
Example 1:
Example 2:
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Figure 3.3. A comparison of two SP exemplars that were recorded
simultaneously by video and audio recorders.
3.2.4.2LcvelofAnalysisfAutocorrelation)
In lhis study, measurements were taken of the acoustic properties 0 f the SV, the
SP, and the individual squeaks. However, before deterrnining theappropriatemethodto
comparesqueakingbetweenindividualsandcontexts,autocoITclation statistics were
used to access the degree of correlation between individual squeaks withinaSP.Twoor
three oflhelongest (i.e., greater number of squeaks) SPexemplars fromeachofeight
wolves were chosen, and the correlation between squeaks foreachofthefrequencyand
temporal variables was calculated using autocorrelation function (ACF) analysis (Mini tab
V.IO.2, Minitab Inc., 1994). The program selected a default number of lags (n/4). A t-
statistic was used to determine whether the correlation between squeaksalcachlag
differed significantly from zero. Results are presented for lags one and two only
(Table 3.2). Although there were a few significantpositivecorrelations between adjacent
squeaks (lag one) within aSP for some individuals, even within individualstherewcreno
significant correlations between the individual squeaks inotherSPs. The limited
degree of correlation between squeaks witrun a SPsuggested that it was appropriate to
compare the acoustic properties of squeaks (independent ofSP) between individuals and
contexts as was done in Goldrnanet al. (1995)
3.2.5 Statistical Analysis
SPSSV 8.0 (SPSS Inc., 1998) was used forsurnrnary statistics and for all
univariateandmuitivariateanalyses.Descriptivestatisticssuchasmean,standard
deviation, range and coefficient of variation [CV= 100*(1 + 1/4*n)*SD/rnean,Sokal
& Rohlf, 1995] were calculated for each acoustic variable measured
Page 84
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ltwasdesirabletoconducta3-wayindividualxsocialcontextxmovement
context analysis of variance (ANDYA) to show independent effects of individual, social
subslantially across cells, the complete analysis could not be performed.Therefore, 1-
way ANDYAs were used to determine the overall variation in squeaking between (I)
individuals. (2) social contexts, and (3) movement contexts; sex and social rank were also
examined. Additional analyses examined variation in squeaking: (l)betweenindividuals
within the same social context, thus controlling for contextual variation and (2) between
social and movement contexts within the same individual, thus controlling for individual
Variables that were significantly different between individuals or contexts were
selected for profile analysis, a special applicationofmultivariate analysis of variance
(MANDYA). The major question addressed by profile analysis is whether the squeaking
vocalization profiles of wolvesIcon texts differ on a set of acoustic measures.Profile
analysis addresses two types of research questions imporlant for this sludy: (I) Do
differentindividuals/contexts have different acoustic profiles?Thisisknownasthe"test
of parallelism" or the test of interaction. (2) DoesoneindividuaVcontext. on average, rate
higher on acollecled set of acoustic measurements than another? This isknown as the
"levelstest".(Tabachnick&Fidell,1996).Separateprofileanalyses were performed for
3.3 RESULTS
3.3.1 General Description
Table 3.3 provides a general description of the SV for each of themeasured
variables. Squeaking is a repetitive (up 10 44 squeaks were observed per SV), soft, tonal
sound, ranging in fundamental frequency from 1805-5974 Hz (between animals), and
lasting from 0.2-22.3 seconds induration. Itisahighlyvariablevocalization,with
coefficients of varialion ranging from 8.9%1069.7%. Muchofthisvariation can be
accounted for by differences between individuals, social contexts and movement
Visual examination ofthesonagrams ofdlfferentindividuals squeakinginthc
same social and movement context revealed that individuals can bedistinguishedbased
on the acoustic properties of their squeaks (Fig. 3.4,3.5,3.6). Characteristic features are
readily visible in the frequency and lemporal components of each squeak.Forexample,
Jasper has long squeaks with large frequency ranges whereas Noah has 10ngsqueakswith
litlle frequency range
Table 3.4. No significant differences between individuals were found at the SV orSP
(Table 3.5). However, all measurements of the individual squeaks were significantly
differenlbetween individuals, and hence were the focus ofsubsequentanalyses
Table 3.3: Summary statistics for each temporal and frequency variable
Statistic
~~v~:~:: Range
SV (N=196)
Number of Squeaks
lnter-squeaklnterval(sec)
SP (N=259)
Number of Squeaks
lnter-squeak Interval (sec)
Squeak(N=2376)
Start Frequency (Hz)
End frequency (Hz)
Minimum Frequency (Hz)
Maximum Frequency (Hz)
Mean Frequency (Hz)
Frequency Range (Hz)
Coefficient of
Variation(%)
Figure 3.4. Sonagrams of squeak phrases showing differences between 13 wolves. In
each case, the squeaker was approaching a group of wolves at the food.
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Figure 35. Sonagrams of four wolves squeaking in prosocial (PR) and Food (F) contexts
showingdifferencesbetweenwolvesandsocialcontexts.
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Figure 3.6. Sonagrams from three individuals squeaking in agonistic (AG) and
food contexts (F). (For AG contexts, Pawnee & Tess were onlookers, Fiona was a recipient).
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F.ratio(l2,l83) P·value
F.ratio 02,24t'i)
spdur
spisi
F-ratiO(l2,2363)
sqdur
sfrcq
cfrcq
rnxfrcq
Vl
minfreq
mnfreq
Tukcy-HSD
Tukey-HSD
n.s.
Tukcy-HSD
(CYGX)(DFMUY)(FJMU)
(DGUYX)(JMN)(MP)(HM)(HT)
(CDGPYX)(DFGPY)(MNTU)
(MUF)(HMn(JX)
(DFGMUY)(JMNP)(CGX)
(CGY (PDN)(HT)(HM)
(CDGPYX)(FMNTU)(FTUYj
(DFY)(JX)(HM)
(FMNP)(FMUP)(DFUY)
(DGJY)(CGX)(CGY)(HMT)
(CDFGMNUYX)
(HM) (HP)(Jn
(CDFGHMNTUYX)
FGHMNTUYX CDFMPX)(J)
Post-hoc multiwaycomparisons revealed that no one squeak variablcwas
sufficient to distinguish between all individuals, but thatacombination of variables was
needed to distinguish between differenlsets of individuals (Table 3.5). In Table 3.5,
lelters grouped wilhinbrackets indicalethose individuals thaI did nOldiffersignificantly
signiflcanllydifferenlarenolgroupedwithinthesamesetofbrackels. Forexample,J
hadasignificantlylargeronselrisethananyotherwolf;however,hissqueakduration
distinguishing between some individuals than other variables (e.g.,thegreaternumberof
smallergroupswithinbrackets,thebenerthediscrimination).Inparticular, frequency
Eachcell,inTable3.6,presentsthevariablesfoundtobesignifieantlydifferent
(Tukey-HSD, p <. 05) for each pair-wise comparison of individual wolves. Note that the
squeaksof65 wolfpairs,oulofpossible77 pairs,weredifferentialed by a set of
variables. Four of the 13 wolves were distinguished from all other wolves; all wolves
were distinguished from at least eight other wolves
AlthoughalJ of the examined squeak variables are pOlenlially discriminating,
some of them seem to be more important than olhers. Thus, in the 65 wolf-pair
combinations where the individuals' squeaks were separated by one or more variables,
eaeh of the frequency variables [start (#8), end (#9), maximum (#10) and minimum
;J~~~ c- I; ~§If ~ I~ @:! ~;
s. Is.:;s. Is. ~ ~ I~::i~. I~ ~. I~ ~ :;j ~ I~ I~c!
(#11)] occurred in51,47,49, and 46 combinations respectively while squeak duration
(#7)andonsetrise(#14)occurredonlyin26and23combinationsrespectively
A profile analysis was perfonnedon the four measurements of squeak frequency'
start, end, maximum, and minimum frequency. Squeak duration was excluded because
frequency variables were found to be most discriminatory (see above). Initially, range,
onset rise and mean frequency were included in the analyses. However,thestatistical
program rejected these variables because they were redundant (i.e., theywerederived
from the other frequency variables). The between factorwasindividual; data from ten
wolves were inciuded in the analysis; individuals with a squeak sampIe size of less than
UsingWilk's criterion, the squeak profiles (Fig.3.7) deviated significanllyfrom
parallelism[F(27,6689)=50.0,p<.OOI,partialll'=.16jmeaningthatwolveshad
distinct squeak profiles. Furthennore,significantdifferenceswerefoundamong
individuals when frequency values were averaged overall variables [F(9,2292)=
I08.14,p<.OOI]
A one-way ANOYA was used to compare the mean values for males and females
on each of the measured variables. Because of the unequal contribution from some
individuals (e.g., Jasper), the mean for each sex was calculated from the mean values for
each individual. Squeaking differed significantly between males andfemalesforfour
variables. The number of squeaks within theSY andSP, the duration of the SP, and
sfreg mxfreq minfreq efreq
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Figure 3.7. Profiles of squeak frequency variables for ten wolves.
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squeak onset rise were significantly greater for males than for females [F(l, 194)=7.04,
p=.OI2;F(l,257)=6.45,p=.028;F(l,257)=5.25,p=.043;F(l,2374)=11.95,p=
005, respectivelyj. Although it was not possible to statistically compare variation in the
acoustic structure ofSVs between dominant (n = 2) and sub-dominant (n= II) wolves, it
was possible to rank order the variable means for each individual and to comparetherank
scores between dominant and sub-dominant wolves. Separate ranks were assigned for
males and females (Table 3.7). Pawnee, the dominant female, had the highest rank for the
number of squeaks in the SV and the lowest rank for the SPdurationand squeak onset
rise. Pawnee also had higher ranks (a rank of six indicates that Pawnee had higher
rankings than fiveofslx sub-dominants) for start and maximum frequencies and
frequency range. Galen, the dominant male, had the highest rank for the duration of the
SV and the number of squeaks within the SV but the lowest rank for two of the SP
variables and four of the squeak variables, including start and maximum frequency
Although Galen and Pawnee ranked oppositely, both were fairly extreme on start and
maximum frequency
3.3.4 Social Context
Qualitativeexaminationofthesonagramsofthesameindividualsqueakingin
different social contexts revealed subtle variations in several frequency components of
the squeak (Figures 3.5, 3.6). For example, for Jasper and Galen squeaksthatoccurred
duringprosocialactivitieshadahigherendfrequency,smallerfrequencyrange,and
smaller onset rise than squeaks that occurred during food contexte;
Svnumsq
Spdur
Spnumsq
Spisi
Sqdur
Sfreq
Efreq
Mxfreq
'"
Minfreq
Mnfreq
Rauge
in Table 3.8. Results of single-factor ANOVA showed that the inter-squeak interval of
the SP was the only variable measured from the SV and SP that significantly differed
between social contexts (Table 3.9). However, all variables measured from squeaks were
significantly different between social contexts
Post-hoc multiway comparisons revealed that no one variable was sufficientto
distinguish between all social contexts but that a combination of variables was needed
(Table 3.9). Pairwise comparisons showed that the squeaks in all butonepairofsocial
contexts, out ofa possible 21 pairs, were differentiated by some of the acoustic variables
(Table 3.10). Six of the seven social contexts were distinguished from all other contexts;
food excitemenl squeaks were not significantly different fTom pupsqueaks on any of the
acoustic variables. As with individuals, some variables seem to be more important than
others.Minimumfnequency(ll)andonsetrise(14)occurredinI5andllcombinalions,
while squeak duration. start frequency, maximum frequency, and range occurred in only
5,6,6,and7combinations,respeetively
A profile analysis was perfonnedon four measurements of squeak frequency:
start, end, maximum, and minimum. The between factor was social context; data from
five contexts were includcd in the analysis. Dala for squeaks occurring in food
excitement and pup-care contexts were excluded because of small sampIe sizes (i.e., less
than 50 squeaks). Using Wilk's crilerion, the squeak profiles of the sociaI contexts were
significantlydifferent[F(12,6017)=20.49,p<.OOI,partiaITJ'=.04;Fig.3.8]
Furthermore, significant differences were found among social contexts when frequency

F-ratio(6,189)
F-ratio(6.252 P-value
spdur 1.09 370
spisi
F-ratiO(6,236.'J)
sqdur
sfreq
efreq
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Note: Social context codes: PR-prosocial,AG-agooistic,F-food,FEX-foodexcitement,STAT-status.
PUP-pup·care, SEX sexual
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Figure 3.8. Profiles of squeak frequency variables for five social contexts.
(PR-prosocial, AG-agonistic, F-food, STAT-status, SEX-sexual).
values were averaged overall variables [F(4, 2276)=31.76, p<.OOI]
were significantJy different between movement contexts. Incontrasttoindividualand
social context analyses, only minimum and end squeak frequencies and 0 nsetrisewere
significantly different between movement contexts [F(I, 2234)=9.41 ,p=.OO2;F(1,
2234)=7.46,p=.006;F(l, 2234) =3.92, p=.048, respectively]. Comparisonofthe
mean values for each movement context revealed that squeaks that occurred when the
squeaker approached other wolves had significantly lower end and minimum frequencies,
but a greater onset rise, than squeaks thatoccurrcd when the squeaker 1eft other wolves
A profile analysis was performed on four measurements of squeak frequency:start,end,
maximum, and minimum frequency. The between factor was movement context; data
from two movement contexts were included in the analysis. Using Wilk's criterion, the
squeak profiles for the two movements (Fig. 3.9) did notdiffersignificantly [F(3, 2232)
= 1.596, P = .189]. However, significant differences were found among movement
contextswhenfrequencyvalueswereaveragedoverallvariables[F(I, 2234)=6.10, p=
.014].

sfreq mxlreq
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Figure 3.9. Profiles of squeak frequency variables forlwo movementcontexts
3.3.6 Additional Analyses
It was desirable to conduct a 3-way individual x social context x movement
context ANOVA to determine if the acoustic structure of squeaking differed (I) between
wolves squeaking in the same sociai and movement contexts (2) between socialcontexts
within the same individual and movement contexts and (3) between movement contexts
within the same individual and social contexts. However. because the number of
observations varied substantially across cells, the complete analysis could not be
performed. Therefore, the following analyses approximate the full design as data
availability permits
3.3.6.1 Individual Variation Within the Same Social-Movement Context
In an attempt to further test individuality in vocalizations, twosetsofanalyses
compared squeaking between wolves in the same social-movement context, thereby
controUingforcontextual variati.on. Sufficient data were available to compare squeaking
between(a)eightwolvesapproachingotherwolvesatfood(F)and(b)fivewolves
approaching other wolves in the clearing (PR-C). The inter-squeak intervaI of the SV,
duration of the SP,andeightmeasures of the squeak were significantlydifferently
between wolves when approaching other wolves at food (Table 3.12). No significant
differences were found at the level of the SV orSP between wolvesapproachingagroup
of wolves in the clearing (Table 3.13). However, all eight measures ofthesqueakdiffered
significantly between wolves. These two analyses indicated thatwhen the variation due
to contexts was removed,squeak variables were better at discriminating between
individuals (i.e., indicated by the greater number of smaller groups within brackets for the
F-ratio(7.67) Tukey-HSD
n.s.
ns.
(~~~i~ ~ ;)N)
F-ratiO(7,lW) Tukey·HSD
spdur
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Tukey-HSD comparisons) than they were in the ANDVA comparing all individuals in
many social and movement contexts (Table 3.5). Squeakingdifferedsignificantly
3.3.6.2CQntextuaIVariationWithintheSamelndividual
In an attempt to further test whether different squeak variants occurred in different
social and movement contexts, squeaking was compared between different social
contexts within the same individual. More explicitly, one-way ANDVAs were used to
compare squeaking duringprosocial (all six combined) and food (all four combined)
contexts separately for Devilchild, Galen, Jasper, and Noah. In addition,squeakingthat
occurred during prosocial (all six)-approachandfood (to a group ofwolves at the food
with the squeaker outside the food area)-approachcontexts was compared for the same
For each of the four wolves, there were significant differences between squeaks in
food andprosocial contexts (Table 3.14, Fig. 3.5). Althoughnotsignificantforall
individuals, a directional trend was observed. Three of the four wolves produced food
squeaks with significantly lower end, minimum, and mean frequencies than prasadal
squeaks. For Jasper and Galen, food squeaks had significantly greater onset rise. For
Jasper, food squeaks had a significantly greater frequency range than prosocialsqueaks,
There was sufficient data from three wolves to compare squeaking on various
prosocial-approachcontexts,therebycontrollingforindividualand movement contextual

variation (Table 3.15). Only two prosocial-approach contexts could be compared for
Devilchild and Galen. For Devilchild,squeaks that occurred as the squeakerwas
approaching either one to two wolves (CI) or a group of wolves (CG) in the clearing
were compared. The squeak onset rise was the only variable that differed significantly
between these two conspecificapproaches. For Galen, squeaks thatoccurredduring
group play (PG) and group greeting (00) activities were compared. Play squeaks were
significantlylongerwithahigherstart,end,maximum,andminimumfrequencyanda
greater frequency range. Sufficient data allowed all six prosocial activi ties to be
compared for Jasper at all levels oftheSV. With the exception of the inter-squeak
interval of theSV, only squeak variables differed between theseactivities.lnfact,start
and end frequeney were the only variables not significantly different between at lcasttwo
oftheactivities.SirnilartoD,onsetrisedifferedsignificantlybetweenthe two
conspecific approaches (Cl, CG). Unlike G, there was no significant difference between
squeaks that occurred during group play (PG) and group greeting (00). However, the
mean inter-squeak interval of the SV that occurred during group greetingwas
significantly longer than forSVs that occurred during all other prosocialactivities
There was also sufficient data from two wolves to perform a one-way ANOVA on
four prosocial-approach movements (AP, OR, OR-SAP, O-OAP), thereby controlling for
individual and social contextual variation (Table 3.16). For Galen,it was possible to
compareprosocial squeaks that occurred either as he oriented (OR) or oriented as other
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wolves approached (OR-OAP). Squeaks that occurred as Galen oriented to other wolves
during prosocial activities were significantly longer with higher start, maximum, and
meanfrequencies,lowerendandminimumfrequencies,andagreaterfrequencyrange.
Sufficient data allowed all fourprosociaJ-approach movements tobecomparedforJasper
at all levels of the SV. There were no significant differences found between movements
at the leve! of the SV. However, duration of the SP, numberofsqueaksperSP,squeak
duration. end and minimum frequencies, frequency range, and onset rise were
significantly different belWeen approach movements. Similar to Galen,frequencyrange
was significantly different between prosocial squeaks that occurred whentheJasperwas
oriented (OR) and those that occurred when he was oriented as other wolvesapproached
There was sufficient data from three wolves to perfonn a one-way ANOVA on
three food-approach movements (AP, OR, OR-SAP) (Table 17). No significant
differences were found at the level of the SV orSP for any of the three woIves.For
Devilchild and Galen, it was possible to compare squeaks that occurred as theyoriented
(OR) and oriented and approached (OR-SAP) a group of wolves at the food(thesqueaker
was outside the food area). Sufficient data allowed all three food approach movementsto
be compared for Jasper. Although squeak variables different significantlybelWeenfood
approachmovementsforeachindividuaJ,theredidnotappeartobeanyconsistency
across wolves for any comparison.
Individual
D(I,2) G J(2,J61
" .... =2, n"r_p=2 n..r=3,n..r_"",=1 n-.... =23.n.,r=15.llor.ul'=1
nsvnumsq
Individual
D, =3:~~) =1
0.20 0.29
f~ spnumsq
Individual
D n,s6}
,20u",r= 31, n.,t-li.P= 27
,28
6.61' 4.10'
(OR < OR·SAP j
0.41 8.04*
4.30"
OR > OR·SAP)
13.04**
(OR > OR·SAPj
2.75
APjOR,OR·SAP)
(OR S~t~SAP)
(l (OR 5~~SAP) \P)(~:~*;.;AP)
0.09 10.5S**
6.25*
(OR>OR·SAP)
7.14*
OR > OR·SAP)
7.60* 0.094 0.91
OR > OR·SAPj
3.4 DISCUSSION
3.4.IVoeallndividualityinWolves
There is solidevidenee to support the notion of individuality in thesqueaking
vQcalizationsofwolves. A comparison of squeaking bctween wolves collapsedacrossall
social and movement contcxts, and comparison of individuals squeaking in the sarne
social-movement contexts revealed that wolves have signature squeaks.Noonevariable
was suceessful atdiseriminating between all individuals. Multivariate profile analysis
demonstratedthateachindividualhadauniqueprofileofsqueakfrequeney
characteristics. The combination of varioliS frequency variables pennitsdiscrimination
betwcenthewolves.Thenecessityofmanyvariablesforindividual distinctiveness has
been found in studies of other birds and mammals (Epsmark, 1975; LilIehei & Snowdon,
1978; Robisson et aI., 1993; Mathevon, 1997)
Although there was a great deal of variation within the variables measured at the
three levels of analysis, verylillleoflhevariation insqueakvocalizalionandphrase
variables was aceounted for by inter-individual differences. Withtheexceptionoflhe
number of squeaks within a squeaking vocalization, only squeak variablesdiffered
between individuals, suggesting thatlhe level of analysis needed to detect individuality is
at the individual squeaks that compose the vocalization
Frequencyvariablesweremostusefulfordistinguishsqueakingbetween
individuals. Goldman el at. (1995) found similar results; fundamental frequency was
llseful in distinguishing bctween the squeaks of the motherandanotherfemale tending to
pups inside the den. Frequency characteristics may be individually distincrivebecause
they are largely detennined by the dimensions of an animal's vocal apparatus(glottal
width and vocal tractlength),which is linked to its unique genetic code (Michelson,
1983). The importance of frequency characteristics in individuality has been previously
identifiedinthevocaJizationsofwolves(howJing,Toozeetal.,1990)andothercanid
species(territorialbarkinginArcticfoxes,Frommoltetal.,1997;whistlingindholes,
Durbin. 1998)
Inthisstudy,onsetrisewastheonlysqueakvariablethatdifferedsignificantly
between males and females. In contrast, Field (1979) reported that the female had
significantly higher mean squeak frequency and duration and greater frequencyrange
than the male. Because they compared squeaks of only one male and onefemale,itis
Jikelythattheirfindingsreflectedindividualdifferences,notsex differences. In this
study, squeak frequency, duration and range significantly differed between individual
Vocal individuality has been established in wolf squeaks and howls, permitting
discrimination between wolves in long-range and friendly close·range 5ituations.The
presence of vocal individuality does not mean that the wolves use this information for
individual recognition. However, this coupled with the ability 0 fthe wolf to detect subtle
differences in sound (Asa & Mech, 1995) suggests that specific infonnation about the
identity of the vocaJizinganimai could be communicated through squeaking and howling.
The behavioral ecological perspective highlights the utility ofacoustically-based
individualrecognitioninwoives.Wolvesarehighlysocialandoccupyfairlydistinct
territories. lnorderto function as a group, communication amongindividuals is
necessary. The lifestyle of wolves require members oflhepack 10 be visually separaledal
times so that they may need to rely on olfactory and auditory modes of communication
(Theberge & Falls, 1967). II is during these occasions lhatindividual recognition by
vocal communication may be most important
3.4.2_ContextuaIVariationiuSqueaking
There is evidence to support the notion that subtle variations in theacoustic
properties of the squeaking vocalization are used in different social contexts.When
squeaking was compared between contexts collapsed across all individuaIs. and within
individuals, squeaks differed significantly across social contexts.Ahhoughthemean
inter-squeak interval of the SP was significant, the most successful unit of analysis for
discriminating between contexts was the squeak. A combination of variables was needed
to distinguish squeaking in each social context. Multivariatepr6fileanalysis revealed that
social contexts (prosocial, food,agonislic, stalus, sexual) had dislinct squeak profiles
These results strengthen the findings of Fentress elal. (1978) and Fietd (1979) who
reportedlhatsqueaking differed wilhin individuals squeaking indifferenleontexts
Although each social context had defining squeakcharacterislies, squeaks
occurring during agonistic interactions were the most distinct. These squeaks had higher
start, maximum, and mean fundamental frequency than squeaks occurring in anyolher
social context. In agonistic contexts, the squeaker was either the recipient of the
aggression or an onlooker watching the interaction from a distance. The function of
squeaking in agonistic contexts may be 10 provide a "relaxed" atmospheretoan
otherwise tense situation (i.e.• reconciliation) or to minimize aggressionfromthe
receivers.preventinganagonisticepisodefromescalatingtoamore serious aggressive
The use of squeaking in non-friendly aggressive situations seems consistentwith
Morton's (1977, 1982) proposed motivational-structural rules forlinking the motivational
state of senders to the acoustic structure of their vocalization. Morton suggests that
animals use tonal high-frequency sounds when frightened, appeasing, oraffiliative.ln
this situation, the recipient (squeaker) would be highly motivated to prevent the
aggression from becoming more serious, thus lowering the risk of serious injury. An
onlooker may also be motivated to minimize aggression if there was a risk of becoming
involved in the aggression and getting injured
Squeaking occurred in all of the social contexts examined, but mostfrequentlyas
wolves were approaching other wolves at food or during prosocial activities.Forthis
reason, the variation in squeaking between food and prosocial contextscouIdbe
examined within different individuals, thus controlling forindividual variation (Lillehei
& Snowdon, 1978). Although different variables were significam fordifferent
individuals, there was a general trend in which squeaks in prosocial contexts had higher
squeak frequencies than those in food contexts. However,squeaksoccuning in food
contexts had greater frequency range and onset rise. This finding mayreflectthedesign
features for effective transmission of signals. Squeaking is a relativelyhighfrequency
sound within the wolf vocal repertoire. l-ligh frequency sounds travel for shorter distances
than do low frequency sounds of the same amplitude (Snowdon & Hodun, 1981)
Although squeaking occurs in close-range contexts, thedistancebetweensqueakerand
recipient(s) does vary. For example, wolves are generally cioser to one another, within a
few wolf lengths, when soliciting nearby wolves to play, when greeting other wolves and
inotherconspecific situations than they were in food contexts. When approaching other
wolves at the food, they usually began squeaking while they were some distance away,
eilher as they were leaving the mound or approaching from the forest. Higherfrequency
squeaks were used in ciosesituations (prosocial),whereas lower-frequency squeaks were
used in more distant situations (food)
Anolhersignal design feature that maylJe imporlanlhereis sound 10calization
Signals thaI are easy to localize often have sharp onsels and wide frequencyranges
(Snowdon&Hodun,1981).Thissuggeststhatsqueaksoccurringasthesqueaker
approachesolherwolves at the food may provide information aboul the location ofthe
squeaker. Location might be more important in this context than in other contexts.That
is,inmostprosocialcontexts,th~squeakerandpotentialrecipientsarealready engaged
in an activity or are at least visually aware of each other's presence. Visualandolfaclory
signals are available to aid in individual recognition. However,the situation is different
for squeaking that occurs in food contexts. Therecipienls are already at the food source
wilh their heads down, often with their backs to the approaching wolf. Visual and
olfaclorycuesarelessavailabletothepotentialrecipients.Squeaking in this context may
enable the receivers 10 know that another wolf is approaching the foodsource.By
squeaking,thevocalizermayannounceitsidentity,location,andmotivation.
Additional support for this notion was foundbycomparingtheacousticproperties
of food squeaks that occurred when the squeaker was inside and outside the food area
Squeaks that occurred when the squeaker was outside the food area had significantly
greater frequency ranges and onset rises, and would therefore be easier to loeate, than
squeaks that occurred when the squeaker was inside the food area, nearotherwolves[F
(1,188)=50.21,p<.OOI,andF(I,188)=22.47,p<.OOI,respectively].Theseresults
suggest that information about the location of the squeaker may be more important when
wolves are at a distance and when infonnation from other modalities is not as readily
There is evidence to support the notion that subtle variationsofsqueakingoccur
in different movement contexts. When collapsed across aU individuals,thetwo
movementcontextsdidnotdifferatthelevelofthesqueakingvocalizationorthephrase.
However, squeaks that occurred as wolves approached other wolves had lower minimum
and end frequencies and a greater onset rise than squeaks that occurred when the
squeaker was leaving other wolves. Again, this points to thepossibility that the location
of the squeaker may be more important in some contexts than in others. Multivariate
profile analysis revealed that the profiles of each movement werenotdistinct, hut there
was a significant difference between approach and leave squeaks when frequency
variables were averaged
This study suggests that wolves have signature squeaks that vary in form as the
context changes. Each individual had a unique profile of squeak frequency
characteristics. In general, the minimum and end frequency and onset rise were most
useful for distinguishing between soeialand movement contexts. This suggests individual
signature squeaks are modified slightly by varying the end and minimum frequencies, or
An additional goal of this study was to assess two methodological issues:useof
video and the appropriate unit of analysis. With respect to video, there was some question
as to the appropriateness of using video recordings for sound analysis.Thequalityofthe
sonagrams ofsqueakssimuitaneouslyrecorded by video and audio recorderswere
comparable. This suggests, at least for this vocalization and under the recording
conditions experienced in this study, that video is an appropriate meansofrecording
sound and can enable investigation of subtle variation in theacousticstructureofaclose-
range vocalization
Variation in the acoustic properties of squeaking was investigatedatthreelevels
of the squeaking vocalization. With the exception of one or two analyses ,mostofthe
squeaks comprising the squeaking vocalization, not at the higher leveIs. Results of
autocorrelation function analysis (ACF) revealed that it was appropriate to analyze at this
Although the level of autocorrelation between squeaks within a phrase was
minimal, the adjacent squeaks in some squeaking phrases for some individuals were
significantly correlated. We need to know when this occurs. Also visual inspection of the
squeaks reveals variation in the shape of the individual squeaks [e.g.,Fig. 3.1, Fig. 3.5
(E), Fig. 3.6 (D)], which leads to additional questions: Doindividual wolves have
characteristic squeak shapes? Are certain squeak shapes used in certain contexts?Squeak
shapes are currently being coded to investigate the variability and sequencingofsqueak
shapes within a squeaking phrase to detennine if patterns existacrossindividualsor
Although prior studies (Fentress et aI., 1978; Field, 1979; Goldmanetal., 1995)
documented extensive variability in squeaking, the explanation for the variability(i.e.,
individual. context, age. sex, social rank) was mostly unknown. This study compared
squeaking between 13 individuals in seven social contexts (l3sub-contexts) and two
movement contexts (6 sub-contexts) on 14 frequency and temporal variabies at three
levels of the squeaking vocalization. Results showed that individual wolveshave
acoustically distinct squeaks that vary across social and movement contexts. To
determine whether wolves can decode this information, and if so, how they use it will
require playback experiments and det2.iled behavioral observations. Investigationofthe
behavioral responses of individual wolves to playbacks and an investigationofsqueaking
in wild wolves will further enhance ourunderst2.nding of the importance of squeaking for
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Chapter 4 Conclusions
This study investigated the individual and contextual variation in the
squeakingvocalizationofpack~livingwolves.Squeakingoccurredmostfrequently
during early morning and late afternoon hours. All wolves were observed squeaking
but some squeaked more than others. There was no difference in the frequencyof
squeaking between males and females, but sub-dominant wolves did squeak more
than the dominant pair in the24-hrwatches only. Squeaking occurred in a range of
social contexts but most frequently as the wolves approached other wolves in
prosocialandfoodcontexts.Specifically,wolvessqueakedmostwhenapproaching or
orienting (I) to other wolves in the clearing and (2) to a group of wolves at the food
The social contexts of squeaking observed in this study were similartothosereported
by other researchers (Mech, 1970; Fentress, Field, & Parr, 1978; Harrington & Mech,
1978; Peters, 1980). They are also similar to the comexts reported for high-frequency,
presumably friendly vocalizations, of other social canids, including the whines of
coyotes Canis latrans (Lehner, 1978),squeaks/whimpersofdholesCuonalpinus
(Tembrock, 1963; Fox, 1984), and the whines and whimpers of other canids
(Tembrock, 1963; Fox, 1971).
Previous research (Fentress et aL, 1978; Field, 1979; Goldman, Phillips &
Fentress, 1995) hinted that the audile properties of squeaking differed between
individuals and social contexts. In this study, visual assessrnentofsqueaksonagrams
and quantitative (univariate and multivariale) analyses led to theconclusionthat
wolves have signature squeaks that vary in form as the social and movementcontext
changes. Although a numberofacousric variables were measured al eachlevelofthe
squeakingvocaJization,acombinationofsqueakfrequencyvariableswasmostuseful
for distinguishing among individuals and among social and movementcontexts.For
individuals, the start, end, maximum, and minimum fundamental frequencies were
most useful. Generally, the end and minimum fundamental frequencies and onset rise
were most useful for discriminating between social and movement contexts. This
observationsuggeststhatindividualshavesignaluresqueakslhatvary(i.e.,subtle
variations in Iheend and minimum frequency, onsctrise) in different socialand
Although squeaking occurs ina variety of social and movement contexts,the
underlying message seems to be the friendly motivalion ofthesqueakers and their
willingness to interact with other wolves. The acoustic richness and complexity of this
vocalizationprovidesadditionalinformationinsomecontexts.For example,
squeaking that occurs when approachingolhers at food may inform thereceiversof
the location, identity, and motivation of the approaching wolf. This information is
most valuable in situarions where infonnation from other sensory modalitiesisless
In summary, wolves are highly social animals with an extensive
communicationsystemofvisual,auditory,olfacrory,andtactilesignals.Although
these modalities are often investigated and discussed as discrete units, they seldom
function alone. Squeaking is often accompanied by visual displays suchasfacial
expressions, and ear, body and tail positions tbattogetheremphasize the idenlity
(individual,familiar/unfamiliar,pup/adul~dominantlsub-dominant),motivation
(friendly, non-aggressive) and location of the sender. Squeaking is present in many of
the daily activities of wolves suggesting that it is important for controlling and
coordinating the social dynamics of the pack
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